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Editorial
It is 50 years since the Apollo astronauts landed
on the Moon. With this in mind we have a
number of articles in this issue relating to the
Moon that we hope you find of interest. Perhaps
you collected some souvenirs of the event – or
perhaps have inherited them! If so we would like
to hear from you and will put something about
them in the next issue in October.
We have a report on the 2018 Autumn
Conference and details of the upcoming Spring
and Autumn Conferences. Please bear in mind
that by the time you receive this issue it will be
very close to the final booking date for the Spring
Conference in Oxford so you will need to be
quick if you want to attend that event. There are
also details of the Summer Picnic which this year
is at The Norman Lockyer Observatory in Devon.
Our new Chairman, Gerard Gilligan, has an article
in this issue about a man who was involved in the
beginning years of Liverpool Astronomical
Society and Michael Lowne, who spent many
years working at Greenwich and Herstmonceux,
looks at a very special eyepiece linked to
Astronomer Royal George Biddell Airy. Bill
Barton reviews a strange book from 1932
supposedly written by Camille Flammarion - after
his death. There is a book review written by John
Chuter about Lee Macdonald’s “Kew Observatory
and the Evolution of Victorian Science” and Mike
Frost describes the Camera Obscura located in a
cricket pavilion in Kirriemuir.
Regular contributor Paul Haley continues his
series on Astro-Research, 19th Century
Observatories and Astro-Snippets. In all three
series Paul is providing SHA members with
access to a large resource of ideas and leads for
further research. We mention one example on
page 43 of a man clearly involved with practical
astronomy in the north-west of England who
should be (but is not) included in our Survey of
Astronomical History. This is just one example
and we need members to follow up these leads
and generate a short summary of what they have
found. We will have more details in the Autumn
edition of the SHA Bulletin.
Finally we need to apologise for a layout error in
Bulletin 30. Somehow we managed to mix up the
content of the excellent review of Gary Kronk’s
book about comet hunter Lewis Swift written by
Richard E. Schmidt. Can we apologise once
more to SHA member Rich Schmidt. The PDF
version was corrected.
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Apollo 11 astronauts
took this image on the
way back from the Moon
Credit: NASA

Buzz Aldrin on the Moon in 1969
Credit: NASA

The Museum of the Moon with the
7 metre diameter Moon hanging in
the stairwell of the Harris Museum
in Preston. Can you spot the Apollo
11 landing site?

Credit: LA

Autumn Conference 2018 and Annual General Meeting

galaxy’s extremities. He noticed these
areas were off-axis with respect to the
major axis of central bulge and at the
southern end showed signs of having a
three-dimensional structure. Researching
these features has proved fascinating, as
many excellent observers throughout
history make no reference to them. The
observations can be explained by reference
to professional findings concerning the

Autumn conference and AGM 2018
Text: Carolyn Kennett, Andy Stephens,
John Chuter
Images: David Sellers, Carolyn Kennett

The Society’s Annual General Meeting
was held on the 27th October 2018 at our
adopted home, the BMI Birmingham. It
was a cold start to the day but nevertheless
the event was still well attended with over
75 members and guests arriving to hear the
proceedings and speaker line-up of the
day. Bob Bower opened the event as Chair,
this was his last event in this position as he
had decided to stand aside after a number
of years in the role. He was instrumental in
increasing the membership to its current
high levels. Bob was thanked for all his
hard work. The minutes were approved
and the council welcomed the new Chair
Gerard Gilligan to his post.
Mcloughlin for his article on the 1927

Figure 2: Graham McLoughlin receives the
Madeline Cox Award

1927 Solar Eclipse and all the research
that he has done on the subject. Mike
Leggett was awarded the Peter Hingley
award for all his work on the council and
within the society. Mike is a founding
member of the society and a long term
member of the council. He most recently
held the post of Publicity Officer, due to
work commitments he has had to step
down from the council but will still be a
regular attendee of the society’s
meetings. Well done all.

Figure 4: Andrew Stephens starts his talk
about warping in the Andromeda Galaxy.

Figure 1: Bob Bower and Gerard Gilligan

Gerard is well known to members as his
prior role was membership secretary. The
vacant position of membership secretary
has been filled by Graham Jones, and we
welcome him to the council for the first
time. Graham is an experienced
astronomer who is also on the council of
The Society for Popular Astronomy.

Figure 3: Mike Leggett receiving the Peter
Hingley Award

Andrew Stephens, the first speaker of the
day took us on a journey to our
neighbouring galaxy Andromeda. His talk
The annual awards were presented as
“Observing the Andromeda Galaxy, Dec
follows; The Roger Jones award for 2018
1612 to date-a warps and all story!”
was awarded to Brian Jones, who
introduced us to a research project which
unfortunately could not make it on the day, he has been undertaking since September
but was being recognised for his fantastic
2015. It was during the night of the
work on the SHA Facebook page, where
supermoon total eclipse when Andrew
he posts interesting historical facts on a
observed Andromeda in what he felt were
regular basis. The Madeline Cox award
exceptionally transparent conditions.
was given by the Bulletin Editors to
Through binoculars he was surprised to see
Graham Mcloughlin for his article on the
large, unfamiliar, areas of nebulosity at the
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Figure 5: Andrew’s galaxy drawing 2015

tidal warping of the galaxy. Although
Andromeda is usually reported as visually
symmetrical Andrew believes it is not.
During the talk he demonstrated warping
can easily be seen on any photograph if it
is turned so the major axis of the galaxy
lies on the horizontal. He finished with a
request that anyone finding references to
visual observations of the warping, or
observing it for themselves, please get in

5
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property. We thank Rob for this wonderful their once large lantern slide collection
synopsis on Admiral William Henry
they loaned out to members. His research
Smyth life, he certainly led an exciting life. shows that Sir Robert had left his lantern
slides to the BAA. The BAA had decided
After lunch we had a new feature to our
to dismantle the collection in the 1980s.
proceedings, we held our first short talk
Eddie has purchased a large number of
Rob Peeling took the floor to guide us on a hour, this hour was split between three
them at that time. There is still a lot of
twenty minute talks. We hope this will
story through the life of Admiral William
work to do on this, but it is possible that a
Henry Smyth, with a talk entitled “William allow people to present smaller areas of
number of Sir Robert’s slides are still in
research without feeling the need to have
Henry Smyth, his life, placing his
the BAA’s or Eddie’s collections. Eddie
astronomical work in the wider context of to present for an hour. Bob Bower opened and John have made some educated
this section of the meeting with a talk
his participation in British intellectual life
guesses on which they are. We were then
entitled “ The artistic skills of Lord Rosse
in the 19th Century.” His early life was
treated to a lantern slide show by Eddie
– His hitherto unpublished drawings”. The showing possible slides owned by Sir
slides gave us an opportunity to see some
Robert. Over 1 million people saw Ball
of the wonderful sketches that Lord Rosse lecture in his life. He never changed the
peppered throughout his notebooks, many slides himself, always relying on paid
which have not been seen before outside of Lanternists to do this, to ensure the smooth
Birr Castle. Lord Rosse’s drawing skills
running of the show, without the
were excellent and his humour abound
encumbrance of slides being put into the
throughout the sketches. We also got to see machine upside down or the wrong way
images of Bob’s visit to Birr Castle, along around. Ball gave his last lecture around
with the huge Leviathan telescope, this is a 1910 using lantern slides, maybe some of
replica telescope which can still be seen by which we saw today. It is always
visitors to the castle. After hearing Bob’s
wonderful to see the old lantern slide
wonderful talk I am sure many of us will
machines in action, and we thank John and
be inspired to visit this amazing location.
Eddie for the talk and accompanying
presentation.
John Chuter and Eddie Carpenter then
touch, as it will add to his ongoing
research. After introducing us all to this
riveting mystery I am sure many of us will
be observing the galaxy in a whole new
way.

Figure 5: Rob Peeling discusses the life of
W. H. Smyth

marred by his father finding himself on
the losing side of the American War of
Independence. This meant that the family
found themselves in a reduced state in the
UK and his father’s later return to
America to try and reclaim some of the
family fortune ended with his tragic death.
He would never meet his son, who was
born in the UK just months after he died.
Smyth at the age of 14 took matters into
his own hands and joined the Navy,
against his families wishes. His life was
adventurous and he travelled to many far
off places and was involved in a number of
conflicts. Best known for his 1844 book
“A Cycle of Celestial Objects”, he was
also an excellent self-taught cartographer.
Many of his observations were made in his
observatory at No 6 The Crescent in
Bedford, there is now a Blue Plaque on the
SHA Bulletin 31 Spring 2019
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spoke about “Sir Robert Stawell Ball”.
Many of the attendees will have made the
link to the BMI and Ball, with the SHA
library being called after this foremost
communicator of popular astronomy. John
began with a brief summary of Sir
Robert’s life, and then went on to explain
how he had made extensive use of lantern
slides. Sir Robert had kept detailed notes
of his lectures, which included lists of
slides he had used. John, as Co-archivist of
the BAA had come across the remnants of

The following
full-length talk
was given by
Graham
Mcloughlin on
“The 1927 Solar
Eclipse.” This
eclipse was on
29th June and
had a central line
through
Lancashire and
North Yorkshire.
Graham
described how it
was the first full
eclipse in the UK for 203 years and was
highly anticipated by astronomers and the
general public alike. Graham showed a
large amount of material from that year
which demonstrated how people would be
travelling to the eclipse region. With an
eclipse area of just 30 miles width and
totality being only seconds, people had to
choose their observing location with care.
Unfortunately June 1927 was befallen with
poor weather, demonstrated with the
outfits people wore in the images, many
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wonderful to hear all about the lives of
these trailblazers.
We thank all the members and guests for
attending the meeting and hope you
enjoyed the day. See you all April 2019 at
our Spring Conference in Oxford.

YOU STILL HAVE A
CHANCE TO GET TO
THE SPRING
CONFERENCE IN
OXFORD

Figure 7: Graham McLoughlin presents his talk about the 1927 Eclipse

being in overcoats with hats and scarfs.
Witnessing totality was a lottery with
people located just miles apart being
clouded out or under clear skies. Graham
brought many photographic slides of the
event which gave us a real feel for the
excitement of the build-up and the event
itself. Thank you Graham for showing us
that eclipse chasing is nothing new and
giving a wonderful talk about a very
interesting event here on UK soil.

After the final break and a last look
around the library and book stall,
delegates were treated to the exuberant
Allan Chapman and his talk “The
Wonderful Century; From Atoms to
Island Universes. Astronomy in the 20th
Century.” Allan is the society's honorary
president and is always very supportive,
regularly speaking at the October AGM.
This year we were treated to a journey
through the 20th century. Starting with Sir
Norman Lockyer and his discoveries of
Helium, we journeyed through the fastest
developing period in astronomical history.
Allan covered everything from Williams
Huggins spectroscopy and how this had
opened up new fields at the start of the
century, to Albert Einstein’s development
of a whole new physics with his work on
relativity. We also heard about the work of
Henrietta Swan Leavitt and the
SHA Bulletin 31 Spring 2019

classification of stars and Edwin Hubble
and the realisation that galaxies were

The closing date for
booking the conference
is 29th March 2019
See the back page of this
Bulletin for the latest
information on this
event.
THE SUMMER PICNIC
THIS YEAR WILL BE
HELD AT THE NORMAN
LOCKYER
OBSERVATORY IN
DEVON

Figure 6: Allan Chapman describes ‘The
Wonderful Century’

redshifting and moving away from each
other. We were brought right up to the end
of the twentieth century with Allan sharing
wonderful stories about his meetings with
Patrick Moore and Barnard Lovell. This
lecture was a real treat and it was

Go to page 44 to see all
the details of the picnic.

THE AUTUMN
CONFERENCE WILL BE
HELD IN BIRMINGHAM
Full details of the conference
based on lunar history are
given on page 47
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Another Story from the Liverpool
Astronomical Society Archives.
Have we identified the “Father”
of the Society?
By Gerard Gilligan.
In my continued research into how Liverpool
Astronomical Society came into existence in
1881-82, I have recently been studying the
minute books of the LAS from 1893 – 1919,
stored in the Liverpool Local History Library
in the William Brown Street Central Libraries
located in the city centre. Part of the research
involves the question, “did the society continue
with meetings and associated activities during
both the First and Second World Wars”?
Obviously many sporting, pastimes, and public
gatherings had to be suspended during the war
years, and there is evidence that the society
carried on meetings during the First World
War in spite of the wider world being in
conflict. In trying to answer this particular
question I came across a report in the form of a
paper cutting that had been fixed/glued to one
of pages of one of the LAS minutes books
under investigation. (Figure 1.) This report was
of a meeting of Liverpool AS, which had taken
place in early December 1910.

President described R. C. Johnson “……as the
father of the society”. Now previously the
society history had indicated that the Rev. T. E.
Espin, at West Kirby rectory had suggested the
formation of a local astronomical society in a
letter to the publication “English Mechanic”,
and at the close of an astronomical meeting
held in Liverpool in December 1881, the
establishment of said society in Liverpool
followed. But it still leaves unanswered
questions regarding R. C. Johnson, and how did
he earn the label of “Father of the Society”?

Richard Coward Johnson was born on 25th
April 1841 in West Derby, Liverpool to
Richard Johnson, a local coal merchant, and
Ann Jane Johnson (nee Coward), and was the
oldest of six Children. We have to assume he
was educated locally, and there is no evidence
of a university graduation. In 1876 he was in
business with his father, and is later listed as an
accountant. R. C. Johnson lived in a relatively
wealthy household, with servants as well as
family members indicated on Census returns in
1871 and 1881.
There is no clear idea where he developed his
interest in astronomy but during 1873 he was
employed as an astronomer, surveyor, and
photographer on an expedition to the Middle
Eastern region of Moab, now modern day
Jordan. This journey was led by the clergyman,
traveller, and ornithologist Henry Baker
Tristran (1822 – 1906), a well-known collector
of flora and fauna, and this particular
expedition resulted in a book being published in
1874, called:
“The Land of Moab - Travels & Discoveries on
the East Side of the Dead Sea and the Jordan.”

SHA Chairman Gerard Gilligan

This 416 page volume was illustrated with 100
stereoscopic photographic views and detailed
maps provided by Johnson. The Appendix of
the above-mentioned publication contained
records of two weather/astronomical
observations made by Johnson himself. He
reports the first observation as an..
“…extraordinary display of the aurora borealis
which was seen in the evening of Sunday, the 4th
of February….”
This display was observed while they camped
at Sebbeh, on the shores of the Dead Sea,
although the original intention had been to
observe Zodiacal light, which he noted, even
in the 1870’s, could be seen much more easily
from the Middle East than from Liverpool! He
notes a well-defined coronal arch, which
extended in Azimuth nearly 90° from N.W. to
N.E. at an altitude about 28°, almost reaching
the pole - star. He continues….

“…. The Prevailing colour was yellowish, with
occasionally a purplish tinge. The streamers
shot up from the horizon and then faded away:
but the display was totally devoid of those large
coloured sheets of lambent light which were so
conspicuous in higher latitudes….”
Johnson also reports an observation of a
phenomenon observed by himself and his party
on the night of 24th of February at Ziza, a large
reservoir at Amman. Accompanied by Dr
Tristram , Johnson notes:“……. we both noticed that our path was
encompassed by a semi-circular halo of faint
light, the origin of which was for a few
moments rather puzzling. At this time the moon
was about nine hours past full, and, shining
with the lustre which is so well known to
travellers upon a table-land under Eastern
skies, like a ball of molten silver, appeared to
stand out in strong relief against the intense
deep blue of the celestial vault”.
However he later indicates:-

Figure 1: Minutes of the December 10th
1910 meeting of the LAS
The recorded meeting contained an address by
the then President W. E. Plummer in which he
gave an appreciation of one Richard Coward
Johnson (R. C. Johnson), who had recently
died, and the Society members had attended his
funeral that very same week. In the address to
the thirty members who were in attendance, the
SHA Bulletin 31 Spring 2019
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“Upon attentively considering our position with
regard to the moon and halo, we found that it
was exactly that required for the formation of a
rainbow; and we evidently saw a lunar rainbow
on the ground, or to speak more correctly, a
lunar dew-bow”.

Figure 2: Front cover of The Land of
Moab from 1874

Finally Johnson makes the following comment
which indicates the atmospheric conditions that
he was lucky enough to experience:

Another Story from Liverpool Astronomical Society Archives

“I had many opportunities of admiring the
wonderful clearness of the air upon this tableland, as shown in the increased brilliancy of the
stars. They shone with so steady a light that
twinkling was reduced to a minimum, and the
different colours could be easily distinguished”
Johnson goes onto record an observation of the
great Orion nebula using a “…..a first-rate
Cooke achromatic of only two inches
aperture….”, and he also used a nine and a
quarter inch Browning/With reflector.
On his return to England, his trip to the Middle
East must have given him the enthusiasm to
continue his interest in astronomy and the study
of the night sky, as Johnson is recorded as
being elected a Fellow of the Royal
Astronomical Society (R.A.S.) in January 1876.
He also became a member of the Liverpool
Literary and Philosophical Society, and soon
became its Vice-President, serving for several
years. He established himself as an
accomplished mathematician, and mechanic,
setting up his own personal observatory at his

home in Liverpool and later on the Wirral.
Described in one appreciation of his life as a
“…..good all-round astronomer….”
As already indicated he clearly played an
important part in the formation of the Liverpool
Astronomical Society during the period
between December 1st 1881, and the first public
meeting of the society in April 1882.
During these winter/spring weeks there were
obviously some detailed discussions going on,
with much advice being sourced from the
members of the R.A.S., and as later indicated
in a letter to the “Observatory” magazine in
1883, by another prominent founder, Mr
William Henry Davis, who later became the
secretary of the new Society. He writes:

“……..it was determined to make an attempt to
found a popular society, whose object should be
to foster a liking for astronomy, especially
amongst the possessors of small telescopes”.

SHA Chairman Gerard Gilligan

It would appear that Johnson was elected to
serve as President of this newly formed society
in September 1882, which appears to be wholeheartily endorsed by the early membership, and
Johnson’s membership joining date is recorded
as 22nd March 1882.

Figure 4: The newspaper advert for the first
public meeting of Liverpool Astronomical
Society – April 8th 1882
Johnson carried on helping to promote the great
science of astronomy to young and old within
Liverpool and in the North West, giving
lectures to students at the Liverpool Nautical
College using lantern illustrations provided by
the Liverpool Astronomical Society, and as
early as November 1880, Johnson was speaking
to members of the Liverpool Lit & Phil Society
on the subject of “The Dimensions of the
Stellar Universe”, and as reported at the time
by someone in the audience:
“…….we think that Mr Johnson has condensed
much information in a plain and useful
manner”.
Johnson, along with being an accomplished
public speaker, soon showed that he had
developed into a fine astro-photographer at a
time when this skill was relatively still in its
infancy for the amateur astronomer. This is
clearly evident from his autumn and winter
observations and photographs of the bright
Comet Morehouse of 1908, (modern formal
designation C/1908 R1).

Figure 5: Johnson’s image of Comet
Morehouse C/1908 R1 – reproduced from the
1909 MN Journal RAS – 69/216J © RAS
Figure 3: An early advert for Browning’s £45 telescope - “Nature Magazine” November 1877

Johnson’s observations were later published in
the Monthly Notices of the RAS. The Comet

SHA Bulletin 31 Spring 2019
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was first seen on September 1st 1908 by US
astronomer Daniel Walter Morehouse. Johnson
observed the comet from West Kirby, (which
may have been from Rev Espin’s observatory)
from September 17th – November 21st 1908.
Comet Morehouse was unusual in the rapid
variations seen in the structure of its tail. At
times, the tail seemed to split into up to six
separate tails; at others, the tail appeared
completely detached from the head of the
comet.

were displayed at the Franco-British
Exhibition, with the large public fair closing at
the end of October 1908.

SHA Chairman Gerard Gilligan

during the same week of his funeral indicated
that the Council and membership would mark
Johnson’s long connection with the society with
some permanent record. This would appear to
be etched onto his grave stone, which can be
found to this day within the cemetery. This
includes not just the society logo but also the
words:
“In Memoriam
Richard Coward Johnson F.R.A.S.
Born 25th April 1841
Died 11th Dec 1910
Erected by scientific and literary friends
to commemorate his many services
to astronomical and other sciences”

Johnson’s observations, plus his photographs,
with many others from the Liverpool AS
members were quickly assembled and displayed
at the Franco-British Exhibition 1908 held in
London.
The Franco-British Exhibition was a large
public fair held in London between 14 May and
31 October 1908. The exhibition attracted 8
million visitors and celebrated the Entente
Cordiale signed in 1904 by the United Kingdom
and France.

Figure 7: Richard Coward Johnson
For most of his life Richard C. Johnson had
lived with his parents, and during his early adult Figure 9: LAS Logo on Johnson’s Grave
life there is no record of a marriage or children,
but at the age of 66 years in March 1907 he
married Rosa Ellen Mines, 25 years his junior.
However sadly, just three years later Richard
Coward Johnson died at his home “The Elms”
at Toxteth Park, Liverpool on the 11th of
December 1910.

SHA LIBRARY
OPENING DATES 2019
Monday 15th April 2019
Tuesday 14th May 2019
Monday 10th June 2019
Friday 19th July 2019

Figure 6: The Franco-British Exhibition
May – October 1908 – The front page from
the Official Program – from Wikipedia.
The Exhibition was held in an area of west
London near Shepherd's Bush which is now
called White City. (The area acquired its
name from the exhibition buildings which
were all painted white). The 1908 Summer
Olympics fencing events were held in the
district alongside the festivities. It would be
assumed that only early comet observations
SHA Bulletin 31 Spring 2019
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Figure 8: Gravestone Image © 2018 Gerard
Gilligan
He was buried at the Toxteth Park cemetery
two days later. The news of his passing was
received with great sadness not just by family
and friends, but also from within the then
council and membership of Liverpool AS. The
meeting address given by President Plummer

Wednesday 14th Aug 2019
(10 am – 4 pm)
All enquiries to
library@shastro.org.uk

An atmospheric dispersion correction eyepiece
An atmospheric dispersion correction
eyepiece

I don’t know whether this is the original or one
of several, which Airy later ordered from
Troughton and Simms. (There is no maker’s
name: it possibly came from another source but
this is unlikely.) Figure 3 is a general view of
the eyepiece, with a screw thread for
attachment to a telescope and a thumb-screw
for adjusting the prism angle. The eyepiece
assembly is rotatable within the outer casing to
set the dispersion to cancel that of the
atmosphere.

Michael Lowne

Astronomical observers are familiar
with the refractive effect of the earth’s
atmosphere, which displaces the
apparent position of celestial bodies
and causes them to appear nearer to
the zenith than the true directions in
which they would be seen in the
absence of the atmosphere. In common
with other refractive materials, the
refractive index of air varies with the
wavelength of the light and the
displaced image of a star or planet is
drawn out into a short spectrum with
shorter wavelengths (blue light) at
smaller zenith distances than longer
wavelengths (red light). The definition
of the image is thereby compromised.
This effect is additional to the
degradation of the image caused by
inhomogeneity in the atmosphere (the
astronomical ‘seeing’) and on nights of
fair or good seeing can be of much the
same extent or even larger. It is
therefore worthwhile to consider
methods of correcting the dispersion.
Correction is particularly important in
telescopes, which use adaptive optics
to reduce or eliminate the effects of
astronomical seeing.
In about 1869 the Astronomer Royal, G B Airy,
gave attention to the problem. As the
dispersion is caused by the atmosphere
behaving like a prism the introduction of
another prism into the optical train, of the same
but opposite dispersion, could cancel it.
His first thought was to provide a battery of
small glass prisms, one of which of appropriate
angle could be inserted into the eyepiece to
provide dispersion opposite to that of the
atmosphere. Then he and William Simms of the
optical firm of Troughton and Simms1 (whose
works were at Charlton, only about two miles
from the Royal Observatory) independently
devised an improved eyepiece system, shown in
Figures 1 and 2 taken from Airy’s paper2.
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Michael Lowne

Figures 1 & 2

The rear business end of the eyepiece is shown
in Figure 4 with the cover plate removed to
show the working.

Design of the Airy-Simms Eyepiece for
correcting atmospheric dispersion
The eye lens is made thicker than normal and
can be rotated about a transverse axis by sliding
it within a spherical cup. In this way the first
spherical surface of the lens remains in the
correct optical position but the plane rear
surface provides a prism whose angle, and
hence its dispersion, can be set by the observer
to counteract the atmospheric dispersion. The
dashed lines in Figures 1 and 2 show how the
rotation of the lens introduces a prism but does
not change the effective position of the eye
lens. The whole assembly can be rotated about
a longitudinal axis to set the prismatic
dispersion at the correct orientation to cancel
that of the atmosphere.
Simms provided Airy with such an eyepiece to
test. Airy was obviously pleased with it,
describing it in his paper as ‘…..a construction
which, for simplicity and optical perfection, is
not likely to be improved.’ In about 1956 when
clearing out at Greenwich in the final stages of
the move of the Royal Greenwich Observatory
to Herstmonceux, I rescued the eyepiece shown
in Figure 3 from a box of scrap metal.

Figure 3: Exterior view of the Simms
Eyepiece.

Figure 4: Rear view of the connection
mechanism.
Although the principle is the same it differs
from Airy’s diagram (Figures 1 and 2): instead
of the eye lens itself sliding in a spherical cup it
is carried in a small brass domed fitting which
does the sliding in the matching recess. Quite
probably Simms realised that sliding the lens
over metal was very likely to scratch it and
devised the better method. The three springs
shown in Figure 4 hold the lens mount in the
recess. The mount has a conical rim: the end of
the adjusting screw is also conical and bears on
the rim of the mount. Turning the screw
inwards causes the mount to rotate within the
recess around the axis given by the two
opposing springs, against the pressure provided
by the third spring opposite to the screw. On
releasing the screw this spring restores the
mount to its neutral position, defined by the two
pegs, which can be seen on either side of the
cone of the adjusting screw. The range of
movement from the neutral position to full tilt
is about twelve degrees, considerably less than
the thirty degrees shown in Airy’s diagram
(Figure 2). In Figure 4 the lens is tilted by about
half of the available angle.
Apart from the prismatic effect, the eyepiece is
of conventional Huygens form3, with the eye-
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lens one-third the focal length of the field lens and the separation half the sum of their focal
lengths. The field stop (not shown in Airy’s diagram) is midway between them. The material
used appears to be a typical crown glass, as used in the converging element of a doublet
telescope objective. The combined focal length is about 5/8 inch (16mm).
The variation of the atmospheric dispersion spectrum with zenith distance is shown in Figure 5,
for the angular distance between the refracted light of the Fraunhofer C line (Hα, 656 nm in the
red) and F line (Hβ, 486 nm in blue).

Figure 5: Atmospheric dispersion variation with zenith distance
It is derived from the refractive indexes of air (nC and nF) at those two wavelengths for sealevel standard atmospheric conditions of temperature 10C and pressure 1013 hPa, calculated
by the Ciddor equation4. The dispersion in arc-seconds is given by 206265.(nF - nC).tan z
where z is the zenith distance. This formula is only approximately valid down to about z=75
degrees: below that matters get more complicated. Changes in these conditions will alter the
values slightly, but since the observer can control the amount of correction needed this is not
significant. The decrease in atmospheric pressure with increased height reduces the
dispersion: for example at 6000 feet (1800m) altitude the dispersion is about 80% of that
shown in Figure 5. Figure 6 shows the dispersion introduced by the prism, depending on
the angle of tilt of the eye lens.

Michael Lowne

A first comparison between Figure 5 and
Figure 6 may suggest that only a very small
tilt of the eye lens is needed to correct the few
arc-seconds of the dispersion, but second
thoughts show that the overall magnification
must be taken into account. As presented by
the eyepiece to the observer the apparent
angular spread of the spectrum is the
dispersion multiplied by the magnification,
and it is this angle which is to be corrected.
As an example, suppose the eyepiece is fitted
to a telescope giving an overall magnification
of 100. At a zenith distance of 70° the
dispersion is 1.8 arc-seconds: the apparent
image-spread is then 100 x 1.8 = 180 arcseconds requiring (from Figure 6) a correcting
tilt of about 6°.
Although Airy expressed his satisfaction with
the eyepiece he does not mention a
circumstance which could make the use
inconvenient. The light emerging from the
eyepiece is deviated by rather more than half
the angular tilt of the prism, necessitating an
oblique view into the eyepiece. Figure 7
shows this for the 30° tilt of Figure 2: the
deviation is about 19°.
Any object in the focal plane apart from the
star image, (the edges of the field stop or
cross-wires) will show coloured fringes.
These minor defects in performance may be
the reason why the prism tilt is restricted in
comparison with Airy’s diagram.
One modern method of atmospheric dispersion

Figure 7: To show the effect of deviation by
the prism.

Figure 6: Prismatic Dispersion depending on tilt angle
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correction employs two identical compound
prisms, each of which provides dispersion, but
without deviation at some central wavelength.
The available dispersion achievable by varying
the angle between the prisms ranges from none
to twice the dispersion of either one and the
whole assembly is rotatable to set the angle of
the combined dispersion to correct that of the
atmosphere. Simpler versions use two singleelement prisms, which correct the dispersion

An atmospheric dispersion correction
eyepiece

Egoland

Reviewed by Bill Barton

Michael Lowne

but (just like Airy’s method) introduce a
deviation into the beam emerging from the
eyepiece.

So, who was the author? Well, the flyleaf
claims it to be Camille Flammarion, except
that he died in 1925 some seven years
before this books appearance. The flyleaf
also provides an explanation, the work was
recorded by Emily Loweman having been
transmitted from the dead astronomer
through her father. Genealogical research
has revealed that Emily was born in
Epping, Essex on 1916 July 2. Her father,
Arthur, was a smalltime shopkeeper, who
in the nineteen-thirties lived in the Suffolk
village of Little Glemham.
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2. G B Airy, On the Eye-piece for Correction
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The author.
Michael Lowne retired from the Royal
Greenwich Observatory in 1989 after nearly
40 years spent first at Greenwich and then at
Herstmonceux, serving in the Astrometry,
Time, and Meridian Departments, and (for
the last twenty years) in the Instruments and
Optics Section.

Book Review
Egoland
Review by Bill Barton

Egoland is the title of a book I have on my
shelf, it was published in 1932 and
contains a complete survey of life in the
Universe.

Continuing the theme of life on Mars from
a previous article the author of this
particular book found Mars inhabited by
various forms of animal life based on a
spherical model. Starting with microbes,
crustaceans and larvæ, moving on through
reptiles of globular shape, finally large
animals are considered. There is an
elephant like creature with three trunks and
legs only eighteen inches long. Then there
is a giraffe like creature, a desert dweller it
used its long neck to reach into crevices

Figure 1: Flyleaf of the book.

where it feeds on
plants and water
found there. The
polar regions are
inhabited by large
toad like creatures
which are coloured
white to match their
surroundings. They
have a poisonous
tongue that they use
to subdue their prey.

Arthur was born in Chingford, Essex on
1891 March 14. He married an Emily
Haylock in 1909 in Epping, Essex. Arthur
and Emily had two daughters, Queenie
Amelia on 1914 October 3 and Emily
Louisa on 1916 July 2, both births were
registered in Epping. Queenie died in
Ipswich in 1985 and Emily died in
Westerfield, Suffolk in 2000. Both these
girls births were registered under the name

The weather of Mars
is considered to be
highly variable and
especially stormy
when the planet
approaches others.
Venus is also
inhabited, but the life
forms there are not as
advanced as they are
on Mars.
Figure 2: Diagram of Mars from the book.

Looking at this book
in the widest view, the author gives an
evolution of the universe and his
overriding theme is that life can continue
after death here on Earth when the body
takes on a spherical form that the author
calls an ‘Ego’.

'Lowe' which Arthur was using at the time.

Arthur possibly bigamously married
Winifred Wilkinson (1892 September 30
to 1983 May 18) in Tynemouth,
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Northumberland on 1920 June 29. Their
first child was a son, Camille Oliver, born
on 1922 June 4 in Tynemouth. He died at
79 years of age in Ipswich on 2007
September 2. Was it possible that Arthur
Loweman give this child the name
'Camille' out of respect for the French
astronomer? In 1924 Arthur changed the
family name to 'Loweman' in place of
'Lowe'. [Shields Daily News, Tuesday 25
March 1924, p. 2] They also had a
daughter, Millicent Elsie. She was born on
1928 April 12 in Little Glemham, Suffolk.
She died at 85 years of age in Wickham
Market, Suffolk on 2013 December 26.
Arthur died in Ipswich during on 1957
December 14.

Further research revealed that Emily
Loweman was elected to the British
Astronomical Association on 1932
November 30 (JBAA vol. 43, p. 37)
proposed by A. F. Bennett (BAA
Treasurer) and seconded by F. J. Sellers
(BAA Secretary 1928-38 and President
1940-42) when Emily would have been
around 17 years of age. Her address is
given as Post Office, Little Glemham, Near
Woodbridge, Suffolk. Bennett lived in
Leiston, and the two locations are less than
ten miles apart, so it is possible they knew
each other. Emily's name appears in the
BAA's list of Members names for 1933
(Little Glemham address) and 1935 (a
different address in Felixstowe), but
disappears by 1937. A. H. Loweman was
proposed as a member of the Société
Astronomique de France on 9 November
1932 (l'Astronomie vol. 46, p. 561). The
election notice reads "ARTHUR-HENRY
LOWEMAN, Sub-Postmaster, Post Office
(Little Clenham), Woodbridge, Suffolk
(Angleterre) (MM. A.-F. Bennett et E.
Leroy)." Thus both Arthur and Emily
would have been members of ‘mainstream’
astronomical societies when their book
was published, but how much overlap
there was between their book and ‘proper
astronomy’ is unknown.
Bill Barton
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The Hidden Moon

Carolyn Kennett

The Hidden Moon
Carolyn Kennet
On the 3rd January 2019 Chang 4 a
Chinese Lunar exploration mission
landed on the far side of the Moon. It
photographed and transmitted the first
close up images of the lunar surface
on the previously unexplored hidden
side of the Moon. A first in lunar
terms, this event came 60 years after
another pioneering act involving the
Moon.
In 1959, the Russian space mission
Luna III was launched in the early
hours of the 4th October. It would
pass just 6200km above the lunar
surface on the 6th October, by the 7th
October images of the far side of the
Moon were taken. At a distance of
63000km a sequence of 29 images
were taken over a total of forty
minutes. The images were taken with
a Phototelevision camera and
developed automatically. More about
the camera and processes used can be
found on this website
http://mentallandscape.com/V_Camer
as.htm#Luna3, while images of a
number of the photographs can be
found here.
http://mentallandscape.com/C_Catalo
gMoon.htm
The images then had to be transmitted Figure 1: The Hidden Side of the Moon. Taken from The Express Newspaper 27th October 1959
annotated by C. Kennett
back to Earth. A number of attempts
had to be made before the images
The features named by the Russians on the the Moon. Although it is worth considering
were received. Russians scientists poured
hidden side of the Moon are as follows
that a number of informal names were
over these first grainy images and from
given by NASA during the Apollo
this produced the first map of the far side
missions.
of the Moon. It was published within their
The “hidden” side
th
own country on Monday 26 October, with
1 Sea Crater Moscow
The Collected Moon
newspapers worldwide reporting it on the
2. Astronauts Bay
following day.
3. Continuation of South Sea
Carolyn Kennett
The map produced is shown below, it
4. Crater of main Tsiolkovsky Hill
includes some features which are on the
5. Crater Central Lomonosov Hill
This year brings another lunar anniversary.
Earth facing side. These are denoted with
6. Joliot Curie Crater
It is 50 years since man first stepped onto
Roman numerals and are as follows
7. Soviet-sky mountain range
the surface of the Moon. This important
8. Sea of dreams
anniversary is being celebrated by the SHA
On the “seen” side
with a Moon themed October conference. I
I Humboldt Sea
The low resolution and blurry images led
hope many of you manage to be in
II Sea of Crisis
to a number of these features having to be
attendance as we have a great line-up of
III Regional Sea
renamed, as higher quality images found
speakers planned. Within the next October
IV Sea of Waves
that features had been misidentified. The
Bulletin I will also report about the
V Smith Sea
naming of features by the Russians proved celebrations which are happening at The
VI Sea of Fertility
highly controversial. From this point on
Goonhilly Earth Station in Cornwall.
VII South Sea
The International Astronomical Union
Goonhilly’s dish Arthur played an
would approve the naming of features on
important role by transmitting the first
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Carolyn Kennett

transatlantic broadcast and enabling
people here in the UK to watch the
first space walk by Neil Armstrong.
Watching the Moon landings was a
hugely memorable experience, and at
the time there was a lot of
accompanying memorabilia produced
to commemorate this pivotal event. In
our household one such item that we
have retained is a small plaque. This
plaque replicates one of the same
design left on the Moon in July 1969.
The original was wrapped around the
leg of the Apollo 11 lunar module,
"Eagle." Because the design of the
lunar module meant that its base
would be left on the Moon after the
astronauts left, putting a plaque on
the vehicle's leg created a permanent
memorial on that spot.
The replica plaque belongs to my
husband who remembers watching
the lunar landings as a child and then a
couple of years later buying this cast off
plaque at a local jumble sale for a pocket
busting amount of 10p. The plaque was
produced by Countdown Inc, who also
produced replica rocket models and sold
them in a shop at Cape Canaveral.

This plaque's inscription reads:
HERE MEN FROM THE PLANET
EARTH
FIRST SET FOOT UPON THE MOON
JULY 1969 A.D.
WE CAME IN PEACE FOR ALL
MANKIND

The engraved signatures on the plaque:
NEIL A. ARMSTRONG, ASTRONAUT
MICHAEL COLLINS, ASTRONAUT
EDWIN E. ALDRIN, JR., ASTRONAUT
RICHARD NIXON, PRESIDENT,
UNITED STATES OF AMERICA

This is where we hand things over to you. We would love to hear about your lunar landing memorabilia. What is it?, did you buy it
at the time? How much did it cost you? The best responses will be put in the next bulletin. Please email me at carolyn@hird.net.

One day Conference – Saturday 8th June 2019 – 1030 am – 5pm Professor Frank James (The Royal Institution) - Electric
St Cross College, University of Oxford - Martin Wood Lecture
Theatre, Department of Physics
The history of physics can be viewed as consisting of major paradigm
shifts followed by decades and even centuries working through the
consequences of the dominating paradigm.
Registration to attend this conference is free, but must be confirmed
using the Conference booking form by midday on Friday 31st May
2019. The link below will take you to the booking forms and other
information.
https://www.stx.ox.ac.uk/happ/events/paradigm-shifts-across-ages-onedayconference
Confirmed speakers include:
Professor Liba Taub (University of Cambridge) - Paradigms in the
Eye of the Beholder: Aristotle, Ptolemy and Copernicus
Professor Rob Iliffe (University of Oxford) - Newtonianism: One
Paradigm Shift or Many?
SHA Bulletin 31 Spring 2019
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Paradigms from Volta to Maxwell
Professor John Preston (University of Reading) - Kuhn's
Paradigms and Their Detractors
There will be a conference dinner at St Cross in the evening
following the end of the conference with an after-dinner talk by
Professor Olivier Richon (Royal College of Art) on the paradigm
shift in art and the representation of images caused by the
invention of the camera.
Although the conference itself is free of charge, the dinner carries
a cost of £35 to attend - booking a place for dinner (only for
confirmed conference attendees and their guests) can be done
here until the booking/cancellation deadline of midday on Friday
31st May 2019. Bed and breakfast accommodation in the Oxford
colleges can be found here.

50 Years since the first Lunar Landing

Len Adam

I am the proud owner of a two volume set of beautifully bound books in excellent condition by Sir Robert
Ball entitled ‘The Story of the Heavens and Our Planet’ published in 1910. In that book Sir Robert included
a map of the full Moon with a corresponding key to the major lunar features. One of the features identified is
Mare Tranquilitatis or the Sea of Tranquility. I wonder what Sir Robert’s thoughts would have been if he
could have seen into the future to find that only 59 years after the publication of that edition of his book the
human race would land men on the Moon in the Sea of Tranquility. The SHA Library in the Birmingham
and Midland Institute is named after this distinguished astronomer – there is a strong connection between
Sir Robert and the BMI. Ball became a famous lecturer on astronomy, travelling the country having given
some initial lectures at the BMI. He went on to become BMI President in 1891 - a position held by Charles
Dickens 22 years earlier. (See the excellent article by the late Roger Jones in the Antiquarian Astronomer in
2005 for more details.) http://adsbit.harvard.edu//full/2005AntAs...2...27J/0000027.000.html
On July 20th 2019 it will be exactly 50
years since the first lunar landing. I
remember the excitement it caused at
the time when I was in my early
twenties. In her article on the Moon in
this issue (Page 16) Carolyn Kennett
asks members to try and find any lunar
landing memorabilia. My own
contribution is that following the
landing I bought a copy of the Times
newspaper with the headline “Man
lands on the Moon” that is still in my
possession. The price was Sixpence –
in old money of course. Once the lunar
lander - The Eagle - touched down it
became Tranquility Base - confirmed
by the statement – “Tranquility Base.
Figure 1: The Lunar Charts from Sir Robert Ball’s “Story of the Heavens”
showing Mare Tranquilitatis which Ball identified with a lower case “c”.

Figure 3: The location of the Apollo
11 landing site with nearby craters
to aid identification.(Expanded
from Figure 2 image.)
The Eagle has landed.” Mare
Tranquilitatis is shown in Ball’s Lunar
Charts that he used in his book in Figure
1. Figure 2 on the right shows the
approximate location of the Apollo 11
landing site – the little white dot in the
circle is the crater Moltke. Figure 3
shows the site in more detail in relation
to some nearby craters. The landing
took place at 20:17:39 U.T. July 20th.

Figure 2: The approximate location of the Apollo Landing site in Mare
Tranquilitatis. Moon image taken from Spain on 13th February 2019
(1/1000s exp.) The inset shows the headline in my copy of “The Times.”
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50 Years since the first Lunar Landing
My Times newspaper is shown in
Figure 4.

Figure 4: The Times newspaper
recording the Apollo 11 landing.

Looking back, the “Apollo
Landing” era was surprisingly short.
The last date on which man landed
on the Moon was December 11th
1972 – a mere 3 years after the
Apollo 11 landing. This was Apollo
17. I recorded Apollo 17, as it was
about to leave the Moon, on
December 14th 1972 taking a
photograph from my TV.

Figure 5: Apollo 17 about to leave
the Moon 1972.

One more thing to mention that was
in my 1969 copy of the Times was a
reference to Mars. At the time
optimism was high and a paragraph
about Mars reflected this.(Figure 6.)

Figure 6: Times paragraph headline
1969

Of course “ a matter of time” is open
to interpretation but it must mean at
least 50 years!
SHA Bulletin 31 Spring 2019
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Len Adam

Museum of the Moon
Len Adam

On Tuesday 19th February this year I
visited the Harris Museum in
Preston to see the ‘Museum of the
Moon” It is based around a 7 metre
diameter giant Moon that was
suspended from the ceiling in the
Harris Museum which is an Art
Gallery and Library in central
Preston. The box on the right shows
the description given on the
Museum of the Moon Website. It
was half term on my visit and there
appeared to be thousands of excited
children viewing the large Moon
and attending special associated
events. This included a talk about “
Goodwill Moon Rock” from the
Preston and District Astronomical
Society, “A Trip to the Moon” Lego
workshop, “A Rocket to the Moon”
about the Apollo Landings from Dr
Kevin Bowman at UCLAN , an
Autism Friendly Quiet Hour and
other events including a Planetarium
Show. Evidently this has been the
Harris Museum's most successful
event. For all the worldwide tour
dates go to:
https://my-moon.org/tour-dates/
As you may realise - there are
several 7m Moons to cover all of the
locations.

From the Museum of the
Moon Website
“Museum of the Moon is a touring
artwork by UK artist Luke Jerram.
Measuring seven metres in
diameter, the moon features
120dpi detailed NASA imagery of
the lunar surface. At an
approximate scale of 1:500,000,
each centimetre of the internally
lit spherical sculpture represents
5km of the moon’s surface. Over
its lifetime, the Museum of the
Moon will be presented in a
number of different ways both
indoors and outdoors, so altering
the experience and interpretation
of the artwork. As it travels from
place to place, it will gather new
musical compositions and an
ongoing collection of personal
responses, stories and
mythologies, as well as
highlighting the latest moon
science.”

19th Century Observatories 1820 - 1829

Part 3 of the series by Paul Haley

19th CENTURY OBSERVATORIES

reductions of her brother’s observations. At this time John was re-

The 3rd paper of a series exploring the growth and

Margaret Brodie Stewart (1810-84) and considering how to

development of astronomical observatories. An astro-

extend double star investigations into the southern hemisphere.

observing the moons of Uranus, planning his marriage to

conundrum (Page 14) provides an additional visual

He purchased South’s 5-inch Tulley achromatic of 84-inch focus

challenge. Observatories with a prefix ‘A’ or ‘B’ have

(f/17) to use with his 18-inch reflector of 240-inch focus (f/13).

previously been introduced, in Bulletins 29 (pp. 8-10) and
30 (pp. 42-47). Observatories with a prefix ‘C’ begin in this
paper with British and Irish examples in part 1 and
examples from across the world in part 2. Observatories
marked with a * are revisited in future papers.

Part 1

A11 - Armagh Observatory * [1790-today] Thomas Romney
Robinson (1792-1882) succeeded Davenport in 1823 and
remained in post for nearly 6 decades. The 2.7-inch Troughton
equatorial (1795) of 36-inch focus (f/13) was operational in the
West dome and the 9-inch Herschel reflector of 120-inch focus
(f/13) found a temporary home in the new East dome. A 3.7-inch
Jones transit of 63-inch focus (f/17) was installed in 1827; a

A1 - Royal Observatory, Greenwich * [1675-today]

matching Jones mural circle would arrive 4 years later. Robinson

Astronomer Royal John Pond (1767-1836) worked on stellar

and his assistant Hogg (-1830) began work re-determining star

parallax, becoming responsible to the Admiralty after 1820. New

positions measured by Bradley – a project requiring 3 decades.

instruments: a 2.7-inch zenith telescope (1820) of 96-inch focus
(f/35); a 4-inch Jones mural circle (1824) of 72-inch focus (f/15);

B3 – Warren Street Observatory, Camden [1796-1827]

a 15-inch Ramage reflector (1825) of 300-inch focus (f/20),

William Kitchiner (1775-1827) spent 3 decades collecting and

erected in the courtyard but little used in 10 years. By the end of

testing over 50 telescopes such as a 6-inch Herschel reflector of

the decade the main telescopes were: a 4.1-inch Dollond-

84-inch focus (f/14) purchased at the Hodgson sale (1824). His

Shuckburgh equatorial (1791) of 65-inch focus (f/16), a 3.6-inch

book The economy of the eyes, part 2, telescopes (1825) includes

Dollond triplet (1774) of 46-inch focus (f/13), a 3.8-inch Dollond

comparisons of instruments and details of other observers.

achromatic of 60-inch focus (f/16), and a 2-inch achromatic of

Kitchiner was equally famous for music and gastronomy and his

30-inch focus (f/15); there were also 2 Herschel reflectors, a 9-

soirées were always popular.

inch of 120-inch focus (f/13) and a 6-inch of 84-inch focus (f/14).

(See Figure 1 on next page).

A5 - Radcliffe Observatory, Oxford * [1773-1935]
Mathematical historian Stephen Peter Rigaud (1774-1839)
succeeded Robertson in 1827.

B5 - Blackman Street Observatory, Southwark [1816-24]

A7 - Dunsink Observatory, Dublin * [1785-today] John

James South (1785-1867) began re-observing the double star

Mortimer Brinkley (1763-1835) became Bishop of Cloyne in

catalogues of William Herschel in 1821. Three years later his

1826 and the new directors was mathematician William Rowan
Hamilton (1805-65). Thompson continued observing but

collaboration with John Herschel (1792-1871) resulted in a
catalogue of 380 stars. This was extended by transferring his

reductions of his results were neglected.

larger instrument to Passy, where South observed a further 458

A8 - Observatory House, Slough * [1786-1839] William

Solar Tables and commissioned Troughton to update the

Herschel (1738-1822) made his last observation in 1821 June and

Groombridge transit circle with more microscopes.

doubles (2nd catalogue in 1826). South improved the accuracy of

died the following summer while his son was on a continental
tour. John Herschel (1792-1871) spent 1821-3 with South reobserving his father’s double star catalogues; in 1826 they jointly

B7 - Royal Observatory, Calton Hill, Edinburgh * [1818-

received the Astronomical Society gold medal. In his role as AS

2009] Mathematician William Wallace (1768-1843), John Adie

Foreign Secretary Herschel visited many European astronomers:

and Thomas Henderson (1798-1844) were among the users of the

Arago (Paris), Plana (Turin), Piazzi (Palermo) and Encke

small instruments. Telescopes: 12-inch and 24-inch Gregorian

(Seeberg). His aunt, Caroline Herschel (1750-1848), had moved

reflectors by Short; a 2.7-inch achromatic of 42-inch focus (f/14)

back to Hanover in 1822 and made her last comet observation the
following year; in 1828 she also received a gold medal for the
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C2 – Horsemarket, Northampton [1820-26]
Richard Comfield (1774-) used a variety of
telescopes: a 7-inch reflector of 84-inch focus
(f/12) and a 9-inch Gregorian of the same
focal length (f/9); a 12-inch reflector and an
achromatic.
C3 - Edinburgh [1820-29] James Hall
Nasmyth (1808-90) observed the Moon from
47 York Place using a 2-inch Dollond of 30inch focus (f/15) in 1820. Seven years later he
constructed a 6-inch reflector. In the same
year his steam carriage carried 8 passengers 4
miles down Queensferry Road.
C4 – Liverpool * [1820-38] William Lassell
(1799-1880) built a 7-inch Newtonian (1820)
of 84-inch focus (f/12) and a 7-inch
Gregorian. By 1829 a 9-inch Newtonian of
112-inch focus (f/12) was in use. His wealth
stemmed from the brewing industry but a first
observatory was not constructed until 1839.
In 1826 he met William Rutter Dawes (17991868) who was using a 1.6-inch refractor to
observe double stars, eclipses and
occultations. Lassell encouraged him to also
use the 7-foot Newtonian and their lifelong
friendship would have a major impact on
British amateur astronomy. He also observed
with Alfred & Joseph King (Liverpool
accountants) & married their sister Maria in
Figure 1: William Kitchiner (1775 – 1827) tested 50 telescopes over 3 decades:
instruments (left side from top) by Adams, Berge, Ramsden, Short, Tulley and
Watkins; a Cary reflector (top); and by Peter and George Dollond (right side). He
combined optics, gastronomy and music by hosting banquets at his Georgian
home in northern London.

C5 – Winterdyre House, Bewdley (1821-27)
Walter Michael Mosely (1765-1827) used a 3.7inch Tulley achromatic of 60-inch focus (f/16);
one former owner was singer James Bartleman

and a 3.5-inch of 48-inch focus (f/15). Aerial designs by Dick
were also demonstrated during this decade.

1827.

(1769-1821).
C6 – South Kilworth Observatory, Leicestershire * [1821-47]

C1 – London [1802-28] William Hyde Wollaston (1766-1828)
observed the dark Fraunhofer lines in the solar spectrum (1802).
He inherited his father’s 3.5-inch Dollond triplet (1771) of 45inch focus (f/13) and 6 years later (1821) modified the object
glass cell for concentric adjustment. The telescope was donated to
the Astronomical Society of London (1828) with the first
beneficiary being Maclear at Biggleswade.

William Pearson (1767-1847) became Rector of South Kilworth
in 1817 but remained at East Sheen until 1821. His wealth
significantly increased and a successful founding of the
Astronomical Society of London (1820) was achieved. His
research over 3 decades in Practical Astronomy (1824 and 1829)
included over 30 engravings of instruments he had either owned
or tested. A new East Wing added to the Rectory used brick
pillars to support the Jones transit (1815) and 3.2-inch Troughton
alt-azimuth circle (1822) of 44-inch focus (f/14). Conversion of a
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garden summer-house included fitting Smeaton’s dome,

C12 – Hayes Rectory Observatory, Kent * [1825-41]

originally used by Aubert at Highbury House. Here various

Clergyman Thomas John Hussey (1792-1854) used a range of

refractors were used for timing occultations, eclipses of Jovian

instruments: a 3.2-in Tulley transit of 50-inch focus (f/16); a 6.5-

satellites and observing Mars at opposition. Mounted on a

inch Utzschneider-Fraunhofer equatorial (1825) of 99-inch focus

parallactic ladder was his largest instrument: a 6.8-inch Tulley

(f/15); a 12-inch Amici mirror (1827) of 240-inch focus and

refractor (1825) of 144-inch focus (f/21).

Amici double image micrometer (1827); and (from Kitchiner) a

C7 – Tytherley House, Hampshire * [1822-44] Francis Baily
(1774-1844) observed from here and also his London residence at
37 Tavistock Place. For the 1820 September solar eclipse he used
a 3.7-inch Tulley achromatic of 42-inch focus (f/11). His brother
Arthur observed from Lavender Hill with a 4-inch achromatic of
60-inch focus (f/15).
C8 – Cambridge University Observatory * [1823-today]
Robert Woodhouse (1773-1827) began the installation of
instruments with a 5-inch Dollond transit (1824) of 118-inch
focus (f/24) mounted on massive stone piers. In 1828 George
Biddell Airy (1801-92) succeeded Woodhouse. By chronometric
transfer Airy first determined the longitude of the observatory
relative to Greenwich. After a year Andrew Baldrey (-1843) was

6-inch Herschel reflector of 84-inch focus (f/14) and a 9.3-inch
Gregorian reflector. The Fraunhofer objective was mounted in a
wooden tube installed beneath a copper-sheathed dome but the
undriven mount lacked rigidity. In 1826 Hussey began both a
long series of sunspot records and a catalogue of 1445 stars for
Hora XIV of the Berlin star charts (1831).
C13 – Portland Place Observatory [1825-28] Henry Browne
(1754-1830) founded an observatory at 2 Portland Place and
experimented on pendula with Kater and magnetic instruments
with Sabine. Instruments: a 6-inch Herschel reflector of 84-inch
focus (f/14); a 2.7-inch Dollond achromatic of 44-inch focus
(f/16), previously owned by Walker; and a transit telescope
(1825).

appointed assistant. In 1829 Airy undertook a 3-month tour of

C14 – Woolwich Observatory [1825-] Peter Barlow (1776-

European observatories: Brussels (Quetelet), Geneva (Gautier),

1862) overcame the scarcity of flint glass by designing a fluid-

Turin (Plana), Milan (Oriani), Padua (Santini), Modena (Bianchi,

lens refractor. In 1825 a 3-inch achromatic of 84-inch focus (f/28)

Amici) and Marseille (Gambart).
C9 – Hereford Observatory * [1823-41] Henry Lawson (17741855) founded his first observatory in St. Owen’s Street,
Hereford. Instruments: a 2-inch Dollond of 30-inch focus (f/15) in
1820; and a 3.7-inch Dollond of 60-inch focus (f/16) in 1826,
mounted alt-azimuthally. Lawson observed astronomical and

was constructed for the Board of Longitude. In 1827 a 7.8-inch
achromatic of 216-inch focus (f/28) was produced; the crown lens
and fluid lens were separated by 40 inches enabling a 12-foot
tube to be used. Barlow tested the new design with his son in a
16-foot diameter wooden observatory with a rotary conical roof.
C15 - Cromwell Tower Observatory, Aberdeen * [1826-today]

meteorological phenomena and monitored earthquake activity and was founded by Alexander Dauney (1749-1833) of King’s
College. Dauney had purchased a 6-inch Herschel reflector of 84electrical storms.
C10 – Stranraer Observatory, Galloway [c.1824] John Ross
(1777-1856) was a naval officer who built North West Castle in
Stranraer (1820) after his first Arctic expedition. He installed a
15-inch Ramage reflector of 300-inch focus (f/20) in his garden
with which he observed the 1824 occultation of Uranus.
C11 – Woburn Observatory, London * [1824-41] Richard
Sheepshanks (1794-1855) lived with his older sister Anne (17891876) at 30 Woburn Place, Russell Square and built an
observatory accessible from his house. Instruments: a 2.5-inch
Fraunhofer achromatic of 31-inch focus (f/12); and a 2-inch
Simms transit of 30-inch focus (f/15). Sheepshanks conducted
pendula experiments with Airy at Dolcoath Mine, Cornwall
(1828) and was secretary of the Astronomical Society (1828-31).

inch focus (f/14) in 1801. Twenty years later he would trial a 15inch Ramage reflector of 300-inch focus (f/20) at his Broadford
home in Aberdeen. Two conical domes were constructed (1826)
for observations. A 2-inch Jones transit of 30-inch focus (f/15)
was donated by Morrison a year later.
C16 – Campden Hill Observatory, Kensington * [1826-42]
James South (1785-1867) developed his Kensington observatory
after returning from Passy in France. It included 3 observing
rooms for his Blackman Street instruments: the 3.7-inch Huddart
equatorial (1797) of 60-inch focus (f/16); a 4-inch Troughton
transit of 86-inch focus (f/22); the 3.5-inch Groombridge transit
circle (1906) and 60-inch focus (f/17). Brunel was commissioned
to make a 29-foot dome (£1800) but South’s attempt to more than
double the size of his telescope would soon have disastrous
consequences.
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C22 – Grove Observatory, Epping [c.1829] Hydrographer
Francis Beaufort (1774-1857) had developed his wind scale in

observatory on his wife’s estate near Kelso on his return from

1805. He used a 2-inch achromatic and a Troughton circle for

Australia. Instruments: a 3.5-inch triplet achromatic of 46-inch

determining his longitude by observing eclipses of Jovian

focus (f/13) and a 48-inch transit. In 1827 James Dunlop also

satellites.

returned to Scotland with his 9-inch reflector and they continued
their work on catalogues for southern clusters and doubles for 4
years. Dunlop completed a magnetic survey of Scotland during
1827-9. A decade later Brisbane would add a 6-inch equatorial
and a geomagnetic observatory.

Further suggestions
The solar eclipse of 1820 September was observed by Isaac
Wiseman in Norwich with a 3-foot reflector and a Mr Sloane in

C18 - Bedford Observatory * [1827-39] was founded by naval

Belfast with a Dollond achromatic. Instrument maker Thomas

officer William Henry Smyth (1788-1865) who was inspired by a

Norris (1765-1852) of Howick House, Preston retired in 1821 but

visit to Piazzi at Palermo (1817). He retired from Naples (1825)

regularly used transit and equatorial instruments. Mathematician

to The Crescent, Bedford in 1827. He began with a brick

William Lax (1761-1836) had an observatory at St. Ippolyts,

meridian room 17 x 12-foot with 3 piers beneath a flat lead-

Hitchin. Clergyman W. Read observed from South Mimms for

sheeted roof. Instruments: a 3-inch Cary transit (1816) from

nearly 3 decades from 1823 with a 2.7-inch Dollond equatorial of

Beaufoy of 48-inch focus (f/16); - from Beaufoy; a 3.2-inch Jones 42-inch focus (f/15). Clergyman Michael Ward (1769-1841)
transit of 42-inch focus (f/13); a 3.7-inch achromatic from

observed from parishes in Norfolk and Staffordshire for a similar

Pearson of 120-inch focus (f/32) on an equatorial ladder; a 4-inch

period using a 2.8-inch achromatic of 42-inch focus (f/15). Henry

achromatic of 60-inch focus (f/15); and a 2.8-inch achromatic of

Kater (1777-1835) used a 6-inch Watson reflector of 40-inch

42-inch focus (f/15) which was often used by his barrister friend

focus (f/7) and a 6.7-inch Dollond achromatic of 68-inch focus

John Lee (1783-1866) who inherited nearby Hartwell House

(f/10) to observe Saturn (1825-6); James Utting (1782-1874) used

(1827). When South returned from Paris with a large flint glass

a 4-inch Dollond of 60-inch focus (f/15) at King’s Lynn (1827);

(1828) Smyth commissioned a Tulley objective.

Thomas Squire observed from Epping with a Dollond achromatic;

C19 – Broughty Ferry Observatory, Dundee [1827-57]
Thomas Dick (1774-1857) built a small cottage overlooking the

Joseph Jackson Lister (1786-1869) purchased a 6-inch Amici
mirror of 96-inch focus (f/16) and micrometer (1827).

Tay estuary with a 12 x 8-foot roof observatory with adjoining

Reviewing lists of telescopes produced by instrument-makers can

terrace. He had used a small equatorial at Methven (1812) and a

reveal new leads. For William Herschel’s instruments see:

decade later tested tubeless aerial reflectors with specula of 5 –

1998JATSo..14...4M, A compendium of all known William

47-inch focus. His books Sidereal Heavens (1844) and the

Herschel telescopes, by Andreas Maurer, Switzerland; and

Practical Astronomer (1845) would later inspire generations.

2004JHA..35..45S, The manufacture, sale and distant use of

C20 – Blackheath, Kent * [1827-41] John Wrottesley (1798-

William Herschel’s telescopes, by John Tracy Spaight, Houston.

1867) observed with a 3.7-inch Tulley equatorial (£158) of 60inch focus (f/16). In 1829 John Chapman Hartnup (1806-85)
became his assistant and plans for positional astronomy work
were underway.
C21 – Biggleswade Observatory, Bedfordshire * [1828-33]
Thomas Maclear (1794-1879) was working as a doctor when he
set up his own version of Smyth’s observatory at Biggleswade
with a 2-inch Jones transit of 30-inch focus (f/15) and the loan of
a 3.7-inch Dollond triplet achromatic (1771) of 45-inch focus
(f/12); the latter telescope originally used by Francis Wollaston.
Maclear calculated timings for occultations of bright stars by the
Moon; his Aldebaran predictions (1829-31) being circulated
across 10 European observatories.
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B9 - Paris Observatory * [1671-today] Alexis Bouvard (17671843) succeeded Delambre in 1822. Comets and perturbations of
Uranus were investigated. New instruments: a 4.5-inch FortinLerebours meridian circle of 73-inch focus (f/16); a 4-inch
Gambey-Lerebours equatorial (13500 FF in 1826) with
micrometer mounted in a terrace dome; a 6.5-inch Gambey mural
circle (1827) of 95-inch focus (f/15); a series of Lerebours
achromatics were tested on alt-az mounts – a 7.5-inch (1816), a
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9.6-inch (14500 FF in 1823) of 130-inch focus (f/14) and a 12.6inch (1829) used by James South to observe the Aldebaran
occultation.
B10 – Marseille Observatory * [1702-1868] Jean-Félix Adolphe
Gambart (1800-36) became director in 1822 and continued the
Pons tradition of comet-hunting at Marseille with 13 discoveries
before an early death from cholera. New instruments: a 4-inch
Cauchoix achromatic (600 FF in 1824) and a Gambey meridian
circle (1829).
C23 – Nimes Observatory [1817-58] Benjamin Valz (17871867) used a tower observatory in rue Nationale with: a 3-inch
meridian circle; a 3-inch Dollond equatorial of 45-inch focus
(f/15); and a suite of meteorological instruments. In 1825 he

Figure 2: Gotha Observatory was originally located on

would be used by Joseph Jean Pierre Laurent from 1836 when

Seeberg hill by Franz Xaver von Zach (1752-1832) and was
based on the Radcliffe design. It would be relocated to the city
(1839) by Peter Andreas Hansen (1795-1874).

Valz became director at Marseille.

B16 - Kőnigsberg Observatory * [1813-1944] Friedrich

made an early discovery of Encke’s comet. The observatory

C24 – Passy Observatory, Paris [1824-25] James South (1785-

Wilhelm Bessel (1784-1846) reduced Bradley’s 3,222 stars

1867) transferred his 5-inch Tulley achromatic of 84-inch focus

(1818) and identified a list of 71 showing proper motion. Using a

(f/17) from Blackman Street to a location in west Paris in 1824

4.2-inch Reichenbach meridian circle (1819) of 64-inch focus

autumn. During 15 months he observed another 458 doubles

(f/15) he measured star positions to the 9th magnitude 15° N & S

before returning to build a new observatory in Kensington.

of the celestial equator. In 1825 the range was extended to 45° N
for the Akademische Sternkarten star atlas; these projects would

C25 – Strasbourg Observatory [1827-47] Ambroise Nicolas

be completed in 1835 and 1859 respectively. In 1829 Bessel

Sorlin (1773-1849) installed a 5.2-inch Cauchoix meridian

installed a 6.5-inch Fraunhofer heliometer of 102-inch focus

achromatic (2500 FF in 1828) of 77-inch focus (f/15) in an 18-

(f/16). {Fig 3}

foot octagonal building on the roof of the Académie, a former
orphanage. Results were not published and the observatory was
used little after Sorlin retired in 1847; the 5.2-inch Cauchoix was
later installed in the Wilhelminian observatory in the 1870s.
GERMANY
B11 – Berlin Observatory [1711-1835] Johann Elert Bode
(1747-1826) was succeeded in 1825 by Johann Franz Encke
(1791-1865) from Gotha Observatory. A 9.5-inch Fraunhofer
achromatic of 170-inch focus (f/18) arrived in 1829 March; a twin
of the Dorpat refractor it became famous in 1846 at a new site in
Berlin. The old tower was demolished in 1903 and the site used
for the Berlin State Library.
B14 - Gotha Observatory, Seeberg * [1791-1934] Bernard
Lindenau (1780-1854) was director from 1806-17 and Johann
Franz Encke (1791-1865) from 1822-25. Following Encke’s

Figure 3: Kőnigsberg Observatory was extended by adding a

central dome which housed the 6.5-inch Fraunhofer
heliometer (1829) which Friedrich Wilhelm Bessel (17841846) used for his stellar parallax work.
B17 - Gőttingen Observatory * [1814-today] Carl Friedrich

appointment to Berlin, Peter Andreas Hansen (1795-1874) began

Gauss (1777-1855) worked on the the Hanover region

his long directorship which focused on gravitational astronomy.

triangulation during this decade. Karl Ludwig Harding (1766-

{Fig 2}

1834) continued the sky survey at Gőttingen producing Atlas
novus coelestis (1822) with a catalogue of 60,000 stars and 27
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star-maps. He observed with the same 4.2-inch Reichenbach

mathematicians Thomas Clausen (1801-85) in 1819 and Peter

meridian circle as used at Dorpat and Kőnigsberg.

Andreas Hansen (1795-1874) in 1821.

B18 - Bogenhausen Observatory, Munich * [1819-today]

C30 – Optical Institute, Munich [1821-26] Joseph von

Johann Georg von Soldner (1776-1833) directed the new

Fraunhofer (1787-1826) investigated the solar spectrum in 1814

observatory with its central meridian hall and observing towers.

recording 574 dark lines. Using a 4.3-inch achromat and objective

In 1824 a 3.9-inch Reichenbach meridian circle was installed.

prism Fraunhofer observed the D-line in bright stars like

Joseph von Fraunhofer (1787-1826) measured the dark lines in

Betelgeuse and Pollux whereas Sirius and Castor spectra had a

the Sirius spectrum hoping to use their positions to help calibrate

strong line in the green and two in the blue, unlike solar lines.

optical glass. By 1828 Soldner was suffering from liver disease

Between 1821-3 Fraunhofer experimented with diffraction

and relying more on assistant Johann von Lamont.

gratings to measure the exact wavelength of the D-line and

C26 – Mannheim Observatory * [1774-1880] The tower

worked with Soldner at Bogenhausen.

observatory founded by Christian Mayer (1719-83) was severely

C31 – Pirna Observatory, Dresden [1821-40] Wilhelm Gotthelf

damaged during the Napoleonic Era. Roger Barry (-1813)

Lohrmann (1796-1840) observed the Moon from his roof-top

observed between 1806-10 with a mural quadrant; Heinrich

using a 4.8-inch Fraunhofer achromatic (1822) of 72-inch focus

Christian Schumacher (1780-1850) was director from 1813-15

(f/15) equipped with a filar micrometer and also a 3.3-inch

prior to his geodetic surveys in Denmark. Between 1816-46

Fraunhofer achromatic (1820) of 50-inch focus (f/15). He

Friedrich Bernhard Gottfried Nicolai (1793-1846) was director.

measured 79 reference points on the lunar surface and by 1824

Instruments included a 3-inch Fraunhofer achromatic of 54-inch

had completed 5 drawings for his cartographic map. He published

focus (f/18) and a 3-inch Fraunhofer comet-seeker (1824) of 26-

(1838) a 15-inch version but another 40 years would elapse

inch focus (f/9).

before Schmidt completed all 25 sections.

C27 – Munich [1812-52] Franz Paula von Gruithuisen (1774-

C32 – Speyer Observatory, Rhineland Palatinate [1823-50]

1852) began observing the Moon in 1792 and resumed his interest Friedrich Magnus Schwerd (1792-1871) used a 3-inch Fraunhofer
after observing the great comet of 1811. A 1.6-inch Fraunhofer

refractor (1826) of 46-inch focus (f/15) and a 20-inch

achromatic of 18-inch focus (f/11) and another of 2.4-inch

Reichenbach meridian circle (1826). He observed circumpolar

aperture and 30-inch focus (f/13) were used from 1812 to observe

stars, occultations and comets, completed a geodetic survey and

lunar rill systems and Venus. By 1821 he was observing with a 4-

later constructed a prism photometer to measure the brightness of

inch achromatic of 60-inch focus (f/15); five years later he was

stars.

working at the University of Munich and advocating a lunar
civilisation.

C33 - Millerntor Observatory, Hamburg * [1825-1912] Johann
Georg Repsold (1770-1830) operated an observatory from 1802-

C28 – Jena University Observatory [1820-28] Mathematician

11 using a 96-inch meridian circle (1803) made in his own

Heinrich Ludwig Friedrich Schrőn (1799-1875) was observer

workshop. The observatory was demolished in 1811 during

rd

from 1820 and became the 3 director in 1823. Instruments

Napoleon’s invasion. Undeterred Repsold constructed

included a 3-inch Fraunhofer comet-seeker (1824) of 26-inch

instruments for a city observatory near the harbour at Millerntor

focus (f/9) and a 3-inch Fraunhofer refractor (1830) of 46-inch

with an adjoining navigators’ school. He combined the role of

focus (f/15).

director with his fire-fighting duties but died in 1830 in a

C29 – Altona Observatory, Hamburg * [1821-90] Heinrich

Hamburg blaze after 30 years in the service.

Christian Schumacher (1780-1850) was director during the

C34 – Dessau [1825-75] Samuel Heinrich Schwabe (1789-1875)

geodetic surveys of Denmark. He published the journal

began observing the Sun in 1825 and continued for 42 years,

Astronomische Nachrichten. A 4-inch Reichenbach meridian

discovering a 10-year periodicity in the sunspot cycle. He used a

circle of 60-inch focus (f/15) was set up in the grounds. The

2.8-inch Fraunhofer achromatic (1826) of 42-inch focus (f/15) for

observatory had 2 buildings housing a zenith sector on loan from

full-disk drawings and a 4.8-inch Fraunhofer achromatic (1829

England and a 5-inch Veitch Gregorian of 32-inch focus (f/6).

from Lohrmann) of 72-inch focus (f/15) for sunspot groups.

Chronometric transfers determined longitude differences between
Altona, Greenwich, Copenhagen, Pulkowa. Assistants included
SHA Bulletin 31 Spring 2019
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decades later Carrington produced a latitude map using 720 of his

observatory equipment would not be further updated until the

records.

1860s.

C36 – Tiergarten Observatory, Berlin * [1828-36] Wilhelm

C38 - Collegio Romano * [1774-1878] Instruments included a

Wolff Beer (1797-1850) set up an observing platform under a 12-

3.5-inch Reichenbach transit (1825) and a 6.2-inch Cauchoix

foot rotary dome and installed a 3.7-inch Fraunhofer equatorial of

refractor (1825) of 94-inch focus (f/15).

56-inch focus (f/15) with a clockwork drive and filar micrometer;
a telescope previously used by Johann Wilhelm Pastorff (17671838). Beer observed with Johann Heinrich von Madler (17941874) whose calligraphy skills would facilitate an important
advance in selenography over the next 8 years.
ITALY
B19 - Brera Observatory, Milan * [1765-today] Barnaba Oriani

C39 – La Specola, Florence * [1790-1872] Jean-Louis Pons
(1761-1831) became director in 1825 and discovered 7 comets.
Instruments: a Sisson transit (1784), a 3-inch Fraunhofer refractor
(1820) of 44-inch focus (f/15) on alt-azimuth mount and a 2.7inch Reichenbach meridian circle (1820).
C40 – Villa Della Madonnina Observatory, Modena [1813-28]
Giovanni Battista Amici (1786-1863) used his own instruments

(1752-1832) retired in 1817 but continued living at the

for measuring double stars and planetary diameters. Using a 11-

observatory for research becoming a major benefactor of staff

inch of 96-inch focus (f/9) and 12-inch of 96-inch focus (f/8)

funding for 3 decades. Francesco Carlini (1783-1862) started at

reflector and double-image micrometer 200 doubles were

Brera in 1804, was appointed astronomer in 1816 and director in

measured. In 1824 John Herschel visited Amici twice to share

1832.

ideas and order a micrometer. Amici visited London in 1827

B20 – Padua Observatory * [1761-today] Giovanni Santini
(1787-1877) completed geodetic work between 1821-28 to
determine longitude differences between Milan-Padua-Fiume,

bringing with him a 12-inch mirror of 240-inch focus (f/20) for
Hussey. In 1831 Amici was appointed director of Florence
Observatory.

observing beacons on Mount Cimone from Padua, Brera and

C41 – La Specola, Marlia, [1819-24] Jean-Louis Pons (1761-

Florence. New instruments: a 2.6-inch Fraunhofer equatorial

1831) was director of the proposed Duchy of Lucca observatory

(1822) of 31-inch focus (f/12) and a 3.3-inch achromatic (1822)

in Tuscany for 5 years during which time he discovered 6 comets.

of 51-inch focus (f/15); and an Amici micrometer (1825) for

The observation tower was never finished and Pons moved on to

comets.

Florence.

B22 – Palermo Observatory * [1790-today] Niccolò Cacciatore

C42 – Modena Observatory * [1827-59] Giuseppe Bianchi

(1770-1841) assisted Piazzi for 2 decades and succeeded him in

(1791-1866) commissioned instruments in 1818 whilst training at

1817 when Piazzi began overseeing both Palermo and Naples

Brera: a 4-inch Reichenbach meridian circle (1823) with 36-inch

observatories. Cacciatore renovated the observatory after the

circle; and from Amici a 6.5-inch reflector (1811) of 96-inch

1820 revolution to include meteorological observations.

focus (f/15), a double-image micrometer (1825), a 4-inch transit

B24 - Capodimonte Observatory, Naples * [1819-today] Carlo
Brioschi (1781-1833) was director with assistant Ernesto Capocci
(1798-1864) who observed comets with a 3.2-inch Utzschneider
equatorial. Capocci also used the 4.2-inch Reichenbach meridian

(1826) of 60-inch focus (f/15), and a 2.3-inch equatorial (1827) of
30-inch focus (f/13). The upper floors of the 100-foot high
eastern tower of the 17th century Ducal Palace were strengthened
and the roof rebuilt to facilitate observing.

circle between 1827-30 to measure 7900 star-positions for one

C43 – Campidoglio Observatory, Rome * [1827-70] was

section of the Berlin Academy star maps.

situated on Capitol Hill initially with small instruments.

C37 – Turin Observatory * [1759-today] Giovanni Antonio

EUROPE

Amedeo Plana (1781-1864) was appointed director in 1811. The
observatory was relocated to the Palazzo Madama tower in 1820.
Instruments: a 6-inch Amici reflector of 96-inch focus (f/16); a
4.5-inch Reichenbach meridian circle with a 36-inch circle; a 4.5inch comet-seeker of 32-inch focus (f/7); and an Amici distancemeasurer (1824). Plana researched lunar motion and geodesy but

B26 – San Fernando, Cadiz, Spain [1753-90] Jose Sanchez
Cerquero (1784-1850) was director from 1825-50. Instruments: a
5-inch transit of 120-inch focus (f/24); a 4-inch Jones mural circle
of 72-inch focus (f/15); and a 4-inch equatorial of 60-inch focus
(f/15).
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B29 - Dorpat Observatory, Russia * [1814-today] Friedrich

Nicholas Pavlovich (1796-1855) the urgent need for a new

Georg Wilhelm von Struve (1793-1864) installed: a Reichenbach

prestigious observatory which would be built 9 years later.

universal alt-az (1821); a 4.2-inch Reichenbach meridian circle
(1822) of 64-inch focus (f/15); a 9.5-inch Fraunhofer clockdriven equatorial (1824) of 170-inch focus (f/18). The ‘great
refractor’ was mounted under a Parrot rotary cupola (1825) in the
observatory tower. Struve spent 138 nights over 2½ years
observing 120,000 stars to the 9th magnitude and 15° S
declination and included 3112 doubles in the Catalogus Novus

C46 – Uppsala Observatory, Sweden * [1741-1853] Gustav
Svanberg (1802-82) restored the old Celsius Observatory between
1825-9 and later conducted geomagnetic research whilst planning
a new city observatory (1853). The original roof-tower
observatory was demolished in 1857.
C47 - Stockholm Observatory, Sweden * [1753-today]

(1827); positions were measured with the meridian circle by

Instruments: a 4-inch Dollond refractor (1760) of 108-inch focus

assistant Ernst Wilhelm Preuss (1793-1839). In 1826 Struve

(f/27) and a 6-inch Bird transit of 36-inch focus (f/6). Directors:

measured the diameters of the 4 Jovian satellites. He continued

Jőns Svanberg (1771-1851) from 1803-11 who investigated the

his geodetic survey work and linked with Carl Frederich Tenner

shape of the Earth; and Simon Anders Cronstrand (1784-1850)

(1783-1859) to survey an 8° arc by 1831.

who continued the geodetic focus and also installed a

C44 – Leiden University Observatory, Netherlands * [16331860] Frederick Kaiser (1808-72) was appointed observer at
Leiden in 1826 and director in 1837. The original observatory

Reichenbach-Ertel transit and meridian circle in 1825.
Astronomical work remained secondary until the 1870s.
C48 – Vienna Observatory * [1755-1878] Geodesist Franz de

towers were renovated in 1817 but the large reflector proved of

Paula Triesnecker (1745-1817) was director from 1792-1817. The

poor quality. {Fig 4}

roof-top location on a 150-foot tower was undermined by the
expanding city. The wooden observatory was rebuilt in 1826
under the direction of Johann Joseph von Littrow (1781-1840)
who commissioned new instruments, including a 6-inch
Fraunhofer equatorial (1831) and a 4-inch meridian circle.
C49 – Wilno/Vilnius University Observatory * [1764-1882]
Martin Odlanicki-Poczobut (1728-1810) was director for 4
decades to 1807; Jan Sniadecki (1756-1830) succeeded him until
1825; followed by Piotr Slawinski (1794-1856) until 1843. The
observatory included two 3-storey rectangular towers.
Instruments: 3 by Ramsden - a 3-inch achromatic (1770) of 42inch focus (f/12), a 3.5-inch mural quadrant (1776) of 96-inch
focus (f/27) and a 4-inch transit (1788) of 48-inch focus (f/12);
also a 4-inch Maraldi achromatic (1790) of 114-inch focus.
Sniadecki installed an 18-inch Reichenbach vertical circle (1824)
for geodetic work and a 2.8-inch Plőssl refractor (1825) of 43-

Figure 4: Leiden University installed a 22-inch Rienks-Roelofs

inch focus (f/15).

reflector in one observatory tower (1828), which was used by
Frederick Kaiser (1808-72).

Alfred Gautier (1793-1881) was the 3 rd director at Geneva (1819-

C45 – St Petersburg Observatory * [1725-] Commissioned by

39). The original octagonal observatory was also used for

Peter Alexeyevich (1672-1725) for the Russian Academy of

chronometry and meteorology. An 8.5-inch Cauchoix achromatic

Sciences the observatory was on the Kunstkamera tower in the

of 153-inch focus (f/18) alt-az mount was added (12000 FF in

city centre. Instruments: a 9-inch Herschel reflector (1796) of

1825). Gautier rebuilt the observatory (1829) and installed 2

120-inch focus (f/13); a 18-inch Herschel reflector (1806) of 240-

Cauchoix-Gambey instruments: a 4-inch equatorial of 63-inch

inch focus (f/13); a 4-inch achromatic; and a 4-inch Ertle

focus (f/16) on an English mount and a 4-inch meridian circle of

C50 – Geneva Observatory, Switzerland * [1772-1969] Jean-

meridian circle of 60-inch focus (f/15). In 1830 Struve reported to 39-inch focus (f/10). Eyesight problems brought his observing
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career to a premature end and he was succeeded by student Emile

C57 – Warsaw University Observatory [1825-31] Prior to a

Plantamour (1815-82) a decade later.

siege of the city by the Russian army in 1831 a central building

C51 – Cracow Observatory * [1791-today] Jan Sniadecki
(1756-1830) set up the observatory, spending 2 decades there up
to 1803. In 1825 Maximilian Weiss (1798-1863) became director
and installed a 3.3-inch Fraunhofer achromatic and a Troughton
& Simms transit (1828). His interest was positional astronomy for
which he collaborated with Bessel. Weiss added a magnetic
observatory in 1839 and published a star catalogue in 1848.
C52 – Breslau/Wroclaw, Prussia [1811-26] Heinrich Wilhelm
Brandes (1777-1834) observed from Breslau and later from
Leipzig, using triangulation to calculate the height and velocity of

was used by Francisek Arminski (1789-1848) for research.
Instruments: a 4-inch Fraunhofer refractor (1826) of 72-inch
focus (f/18); a 2.8-inch Fraunhofer heliometer of 42-inch focus
(f/15); a 4.5-inch Reichenbach transit of 72-inch focus (f/16); a
36-inch Reichenbach meridian circle; and a 2.8-inch Fraunhofer
comet-seeker of 24-inch focus (f/9).
C58 – Josefov, Czech Republic [1826] Wilhelm von Biela
(1782-1856) served in the Austrian military and in 1815 studied
astronomy in Prague. In 1826 he discovered the periodic comet
that bears his name whilst observing from the Josefstadt fortress.

meteors. He organised a regional network of meteor observers to

C59 – Brussels Observatory, Belgium * [1828-90] Lambert

investigate periodic meteor streams including the Perseids. A

Adolphe Jacques Quetelet (1796-1874) became director in 1828.

viewing platform at 140-foot on the mathematical tower used

Lacking instruments he observed meteors and developed

instruments: a 2.8-inch Fraunhofer heliometer (1817) of 42-inch

meteorological observations which were useful to him as a

(f/15); a 2.7-inch Dollond transit (1813) of 42-inch focus (f/14);

statistician. Quetelet investigated historical records of the Leonid

and a 4-inch equatorial of 60-inch focus (f/15).

and Perseid showers and co-discovered the Orionids and

C53 – Observatory of Utrecht, Netherlands * [1812-53] Gerard
Moll (1785-1838) was director from 1812-38 and installed a 4.5inch Fraunhofer achromatic (1826) of 76-inch focus (f/17) in an
old tower. Moll was a popular figure and developed a good
library but made relatively few observations.

Quadrantids.
INDIA
B30 - Madras Observatory * [1792-1931] John Goldingham
(1767-1849) investigated pendula, sound and meteorology and
determined the longitude of the observatory before retiring in

C54 – St Gallen, Switzerland [1817] Adrien Phillipe Scherer

1830. Madras was the reference meridian for the Great

(1781-1835) used a 4-inch Cauchoix achromatic (1817) of 39-

Trigonometrical Survey of India. A 7.5-mile baseline was

inch focus (f/10).

completed (1802) by William Lambton (1753-1823) for the East

C55 - Vartiovuori Observatory, Åbo, Russia * [1819-34]
Friedrich Wilhelm August Argelander (1799-1875) was Bessel’s

India Company. His successor was George Everest (1790-1866)
who measured a 1500-mile meridian arc from S. India to Nepal.

assistant at Kőnigsberg (1820-3). He was then appointed director

C60 – Chowringhee Observatory, Calcutta * [1822-37] John

at Åbo (Turku, Finland today) University Observatory.

Anthony Hodgson (1777-1848) and Valentine Blacker (1778-

Instruments: a 24-inch Liebherr repeating circle (1824); a 2.8-

1826) both held the post of Surveyor-General during the 1820s

inch Fraunhofer heliometer of 42-inch focus (f/15); a 5-5-inch

and founded a small observatory, funded by the East India

Fraunhofer transit of 96-inch focus (f/17); and a 4-inch

Company. Occupying a roof-top at 37 Park Street the temporary

Reichenbach meridian circle (1827). Argelander observed

wooden room had: a 3-inch transit telescope of 36-inch focus

comets, circumpolar stars and stars showing proper motion. In the (f/12); an 18-inch alt-az circle; and a 3.5-inch Dollond achromatic
great fire of Åbo (1827) ¾ of the city was destroyed. Argelander

of 54-inch focus (f/15). The 1822 Mercury transit, eclipses and

chose a new site for at Helsingfors (Helsinki today) which would

occultations were observed by Sayyid Mir Mohsin (1778-1826)

be completed in 1834.

and Vincent L. Rees.

C56 Berne Observatory, Switzerland * [1822-53] Johann

C61 - Colaba Observatory, Bombay * [1829] Bombay, Calcutta

Friedrich Trechsel (1776-1849) built a wooden observatory with

and Madras were the main 19th C outposts of the East India Co.

instruments: a 36-inch Ramsden transit; a 3.2-inch Fraunhofer

At Bombay a small observatory was operated in the Marine Yard

achromatic of 52-inch focus (f/16); and a 1.6-inch achromatic of

from 1806 by William Tayler Money (1769-1834). In 1822 John

27-inch focus (f/17).

Curnin was appointed astronomer at an observatory near the Fort
Battery with an alt-az circle, transit and achromatic. Curnin
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successfully argued for a permanent location to the south on the
island of Colaba but he was dismissed in 1828 with building work
incomplete. The observatory later focused on geomagnetism.

Part 3 of the series by Paul Haley

the instruments which by 1825 had determined positions of 7385
stars below declination -30°. Rümker returned to Parramatta
during 1826-29; Dunlop built a 9-inch reflector of 108-inch focus
(f/12) to catalogue southern double stars and clusters. {Fig 5}

WORLD
C62 – St. Croix Observatory, West Indies * [1817-70] Andrew
Lang (1779-1870) had been a teenager when his family emigrated
from Largs, Ayrshire in 1794. In 1817 he purchased a 75-acre
estate on this small Caribbean island which was then a Danish
colony. An observatory and signal station at Eliza’s Retreat
facilitated both astronomical and meteorological observations
from a 440-foot altitude. Instruments: a Troughton alt-az transit
circle and a 3.2-inch Banks achromatic of 46-inch focus (f/14).
Lang observed Biela’s Comet (1825), occultations, eclipses,
sunspots and even an aurora (1848). At latitude 17° N and
longitude 64° W the island offered a unique location but was very
exposed to hurricanes.
C63 - Royal Observatory, Cape of Good Hope, South Africa *
[1820-today] Mathematician and clergyman Fearon Fallows
(1789-1831) was appointed the 1st director at the Cape. He had
made his own reflecting telescope and observed the 1816

Figure 5: Parramatta was the 2

nd

observatory founded by

Thomas Brisbane (1773-1860) who arrived in Sydney with
assistants Charles Rümker and James Dunlop. Brisbane
spent 4 years as Governor of the NSW colony before
returning to Scotland in 1826.

November solar eclipse whilst at Cambridge. Eight months
training helped prepare him and his new wife for the challenges

C65 – Dorchester Observatory, Boston, USA [1823-39]

of: choosing a site, supervising the building, installing

William Cranch Bond (1789-1859) developed his family

instruments and producing a southern star catalogue. Considering

chronometer business which incorporated a 2.7-inch T&S transit

the additional challenges of the Cape climate, bureaucracy,

of 46-inch focus (f/17) mounted on a granite block in his house,

snakes and scarlet fever his 10-year tenure proved remarkably

with a meridian opening in the ceiling for observations. Other

successful and a catalogue of 273 stars was produced by 1822.

instruments included: a 9-inch Short Gregorian of 60-inch focus

Instruments: a 1.6-inch Dollond transit of 20-inch focus (f/12), a

(f/7) and two 3-inch achromatics of 46-inch focus (f/15). Bond

3-inch Dollond achromatic of 48-inch focus (f/16) and a 30-inch

also made geomagnetic and meteorological measurements. His

Ramsden alt-az circle. Seven years would pass before the two 14-

equipment would transfer to Dana House at Harvard College,

foot copper domes would complete the impressive observatory

Cambridge in 1839.

building to house: a 4.9-inch Dolland transit of 120-inch focus
(f/24) and a 4-inch Jones mural circle of 72-inch focus (f/15). A
12-inch Herschel reflector of 168-inch focus (f/14) from Glasgow

C66 – Ladder Hill Observatory, St Helena [1826-33] Manuel

Observatory was never unpacked. Fallows completed gravity

John Johnson (1805-59) was stationed at St Helena by the East

experiments and used the new transit for 2000 stars but illness led

India Company. He supervised the observatory build and became

to early death.

director in 1828. Two visits to Fallows at the Cape facilitated his

C64 - Parramatta Observatory, New South Wales, Australia *
[1821-47] Thomas Brisbane (1773-1860), Charles Rümker (1788-

catalogue of 606 southern stars (1835). Instruments: a 3.8-inch
Gilbert transit of 60-inch focus (f/16) and a 48-inch mural circle.

1862) and James Dunlop (1793-1848) set up a 28-foot square

C67 – Observatório Nacional, Rio de Janeiro, Brazil * [1827-

observatory with 2 wood/canvas domes of 11-foot diameter.

today] focused on navigation education with an observation tower

Instruments: a 3.7-inch Troughton transit (1820) of 66-inch focus

in the Military School.
*In SHA Bulletin 32 the decade 1830-1839 will be reviewed.

(f/17); a 16-inch Reichenbach repeating circle; a 3.2-inch Banks
equatorial of 46-inch focus (f/14); and the 24-inch Troughton
mural circle from Largs. Sandstone piers 6-foot high supported
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Kew Observatory and the Evolution of Victorian Science 1840 – 1910

Kew Observatory and the
Evolution of Victorian Science,
1840-1910 (Science & Culture in
the Nineteenth Century)
Author Lee T Macdonald
University of Pittsburgh Press (30 May
2018)
336 pages
ISBN-10: 0822945266
ISBN-13: 978-0822945260

John Chuter

prime mover in the early history of Kew.
The Observatory became distinguished in
several Sciences; geomagnetism,
meteorology, solar astronomy, and
standardisation viz. developing and
testing scientific instruments together
with refining constants and standards of
measurement. As an example of its
Importance in astronomical history,
Warren de la Rue, a pioneer Victorian
astro-photographer, began the first
systematic effort to photograph the Sun
from Kew.

Reviewed by John Chuter
King George III of England was born in
1738 and reigned from 1760 till his death
in 1814. Unfortunately, he has been
labelled as ‘Mad King George’. Whatever
the truth of this it was only during the last
years of his life that he suffered from some
form of madness, whatever the cause may
have been.

Another example: I have always been
interested in the story of John Harrison
and the wonderful clocks he made to
measure longitude, and which can still be
seen at Greenwich Observatory. It was at
Kew that the marine chronometer, H5,
had its final successful test which allowed
Harrison to claim the rest of the £20,000
‘longitude prize’ in 1772.

Lee presents us with a meticulously
researched history but in a way that is easy
to follow. Lee asserts that there is a hole in
the historical record which this book fills.
1910 is where this book ends. This is the
It is unfortunate because in many ways he In this respect I think he has succeeded. He year when Kew was transferred from the
introduces the three major questions to be
was an educated man interested in many
National Physics Laboratory to the Met
things. His vast book collection formed the tackled in the introduction:Office .Lee contends that this was the end
foundation of the British library for
of its Victorian Phase when it was multiexample. He was also interested in Science. 1. What insights does Kew’s History give
functional and moved to being a single
us about the organisation of the physical
His reign coincided with a rare event, A
Science, government-funded department
th
th
sciences in the 19 and early 20 Century? that reported to the Met Office. This finally
transit of Venus. As most of us will know
these come in pairs, eight years apart, and
ended in 1981 and it is now a private
the first was in the year 1761. Expeditions 2. How did the Observatory Sciences
residence.
to see this were thwarted by political
develop between 1840 and 1910?
events and plans were made to ensure the
The final chapter goes into the conclusions
second transit was observed on 3rd/4th June
3. How did standardisation develop at Kew that Lee has drawn from this research and
1769. King George made sure that he
as part of the culture of the Physical
poses questions for further research. He
would be able to observe this by having a
Sciences between the same date?
argues that there is a lack of histories of
building built to house the instruments in
scientific institutions and the links that
order to see the Transit. Originally called ,
exist between the centuries with their
What
follows
are
six
chapters
that
chart
the
The King’s Observatory, it came to be
differing viewpoints re scientific
chronological
history
from
1840
to
1910
in
called Kew Observatory as the former
experimentation and discovery.
discrete
chunks,
which,
as
Lee
explains,
Royal Manor of Kew lies to the North of
logically
group
together.
Each
Chapter
its position in what was Richmond Park.
By 1842 the building lay empty and it was begins with the Aims of that chapter. This There follows a detailed notes section for
is followed by Lee’s exhaustive research
each chapter and an extensive bibliography
taken over by the British Association for
from many thousands of letters etc from all for further reading on points of interest for
the Advancement of Science when it
corners of the country on these aims,
the reader.
became widely known as the Kew
finishing with the conclusions reached
Observatory.
from this research and how it supports the There is no doubt that Lee has put an
aims at the beginning the chapter.
enormous amount of work into the
This is where Lee Macdonald’s excellent
research for this book. The focus is on
book comes in. King George, I am sure,
The story that unfolds is one of personal
Kew Observatory, but this focus also
would have been thrilled to learn of its
rivalries, ambitions, friendships: political
portrays powerfully the interplay between
subsequent place in our scientific history
up until 1910, but probably not unsurprised astuteness by some and naivete on the part the people and other institutions that form
part of the scientific and political fabric of
by the political machinations that went on of others. These involve giant figures in
our astronomical History such as John
this country. I recommend it for that reason.
for much of the time.
Herschel, George Airy and perhaps not so
well-known people as Edward Sabine, a
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Astro-research 5 - Paul A. Haley
Sharing good practice is defined within the third principal aim of the Society – with special emphasis on
‘research by amateurs’. [See SHA Bulletins 27-30 for the first 4 parts of this series]
Moments in time
Old reports of eclipses or occultations of bright stars often reveal details of past instruments. [See 1829MNRAS..1..135]
Describing a telescope as a ‘5-foot achromatic’ is less informative than including its aperture, focal length and focal ratio. The table
includes italic & highlighted text added from contemporary sources to more fully explain the range of equipment used 190 years
ago. This approach enables comparison with modern instruments making it easier to interpret the experience of past observers.

Aldebaran occultation of 1829 Aug 21 ~ 05h
Bedford
Biggleswade
Geneva
Greenwich, Royal Obs.
Liverpool
Paris

Smyth
Maclear
Gautier + 2
Pond + 5
Lassell
Arago + 2

4-inch
3.7-inch
4-inch
see below
9-inch
see below

60-inch achromatic
45-inch achr.
63-inch achr.

f/15
f/12
f/16

Dollond triplet
Gambey

108-inch mirror

f/12

Lassell

60-inch achr.
42-inch achr.
45-inch achr.
46-inch achr.
30-inch mirror
49-inch achr.
30-inch achr.
30-inch achr.
65-inch Shuckburgh
46-inch achr. triplet
84-inch mirror
30-inch achr.
120-inch mirror
60-inch achr.
45-inch achr.
55-inch achr.
102-inch achr.
60-inch achr.
60-inch equatorial
60-inch achr.
55-inch achr.
30-inch achr.
60-inch achr.
132-inch achr.
3-foot repeating circle
96-inch achr.
60-inch equatorial
228-inch achr.
42-inch achr.
216-inch
84-inch

f/15
f/15
f/12
f/15
f/6
f/15
f/15
f/15
f/16
f/13
f/14
f/15
f/13
f/16
f/16
f/15
f/17
f/15
f/15
f/15
f/16
f/9
f/15
f/16
---f/16
f/15
f/19
f/11
f/28
f/28

Aldebaran occultation of 1829 Oct 15 ~ 22h
Bedford
Biggleswade
Blackheath
Chiselhurst parsonage
London, Prince’s Square
Greenwich Hospital
Greenwich, Royal
Observatory

London, Islington
South Kilworth
London, Kensington
London, Lavender Hill
Marseilles
Paris
Paris

East Tytherley
Woolwich
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Smyth
Lee
Maclear
Bromhead
Wrottesley
Hussey
Epps
Riddle
Pond
Taylor
Henry
Richardson
Taylor jnr.
Rogerson
Simms
Pearson
Beaufort
Wilson
Stratford
Baily A.
Gambart
von Zach
Bouvard
Arago
Mathieu
Nicollet
Savary
South
Baily F.
Barlow P.
Barlow jnr.

4-inch
2.8-inch
3.7-inch
3-inch
5-inch
3.2-inch
2-inch
2-inch
4.1-inch
3.6-inch
6-inch
2-inch
9-inch
3.8-inch
2.7-inch
3.7-inch
5.9-inch
4-inch
4-inch
4-inch
3.5-inch
3.3-inch
4-inch
8.2-inch
--------6-inch
4-inch
11.7-inch
3.7-inch
7.8-inch
3-inch

Dollond triplet
Gregorian

Dollond 1791
Dollond 1774
Herschel
Herschel
Dollond 1786
Simms

Dollond

Lerebours
Reichenbach
Lerebours
Lerebours
Lerebours
Tulley
Barlow
Barlow
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Island astronomy
Point a finger at the remotest parts of
the Indian Ocean and expect to be
surprised how far intrepid astronomers
reached in 1874. The astronomical
history of small islands can be
fascinating. High levels of maritime
skill, geographical awareness and
meteorological good fortune were
required for successful outcomes and

Paul Haley

magnetic surveys in France (1868-9
vacations)) was extended to the
southern hemisphere. Perry later died
from dysentery during an eclipse
expedition to the Îles du Salut, French
Guiana.

determined from Gill’s chronometric
survey and involvement of surveying
vessel HMS Shearwater. Burton had
produced specula up to 15-inch
diameter and later at Greenwich
measured photographs from several
British expeditions. He was a keen
10° N and a little E of Kerguelen is the planetary observer but ill health forced
tiny volcanic Île Saint-Paul; another 53 his resignation from Dunsink in 1878
miles NE is the larger Île Amsterdam. after just 2 years. [See biography by A.
After meeting David Gill at Port Louis, P. Fitzgerald: 1959IrAJ..5..167F]
Observing logs
Examining primary material like an
observing journal can bring major
insights. The writer was fortunate to
have two opportunities within the
Webb-Share project, which celebrated
the lives of 3 Victorian amateurs who
lived in Herefordshire (see SHA
Bulletins 14-20). Observations were
added to a chronological timeline and
helped triangulate evidence needed to
justify interpretations. The
combination of an observing log
mapped against transcribed

Figure 1: An Indian Ocean Map by Richard Anthony Proctor (1837-88) from ‘Essays in
Astronomy’ published in 1872.

not everyone survived. Tales of Transit
of Venus expeditions provide several
good examples. Whilst measuring
contact times for the planet crossing
the solar limbs was relatively easy the
accurate measurement of longitude
was more challenging.
Stephen Joseph Perry (1833-89) and
Walter Sidgreaves (1837-1919), from
Stonyhurst College Observatory, spent
nearly 5 months on the island of
Kerguelen. (Fig 1) An account of their
expedition, Notes of a Voyage to
Kerguelen Island to observe the
Transit of Venus, is available from the
Hathi Trust. Their previous work on

Mauritius the French marinerastronomer Ernest Amédée Mouchez
(1821-92) overcame 8 days of
battering by a cyclone to secure
landfall at this tiny island.
Subsequently 500 daguerreotypes
were secured and his account (in
French) makes a fascinating epic tale.
[See Annuaire pour l’an 1876, Le
Bureau des Longitudes, GautierVillars, Paris, p. 545]
20° further N and a little E of
Mauritius is the island of Rodriguez
where Irish astronomer Charles
Edward Burton (1846-82) was
stationed. (Fig 2) His longitude was

Figure 2: A montage from the Illustrated
London News dated 1874 Nov 28. Not shown
is Burton's 12-inch reflector with which he
secured 58 plates of the Venus Transit.
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correspondence is a particularly
powerful window into the past.
In 2009 January the writer transcribed
the observing logbook of Henry
Cooper Key (1819-79), courtesy of
Mark Hurn at the Institute of
Astronomy Library in Cambridge. [See
https://www.repository.cam.ac.uk/hand
le/1810/246865 ] Observations from
1837-73 include double stars, the Great
Red Spot and the crater Linné; the
latter observed between ‘violent snow
storms’ whilst testing his new 18-inch
silvered-glass reflector in 1867
December. [See forthcoming paper for
The Antiquarian Astronomer planned
for the bi-centenary of Key’s birth in
2019.In 2009 August RAS microfilms
for Thomas William Webb (1806-85)
were printed off at Hereford Record
Office, courtesy of Rhys Griffith. The
film reader operated on individual
pages so the whole process took 6
hours. Checking each page during the
day confirmed that Webb, With and
Key had all met on the same evening
(1865 Nov 03) at Stretton Rectory; a
fact beautifully underpinning the
planned star party re-enactment at the
Priory Hotel. Visits by Webb to other
astronomers and their observatories
were also documented.
The Historical Collections Project of
the Lick Observatory (2008) includes
~ 2000 hand-written record books
within a searchable database.
Volunteers digitising 750 log books
are creating online pdf versions for
research for astronomers like Keeler,
Holden, Burnham, Campbell, Hussey
and Barnard. Within the UK the log
book of Nevil Maskelyne (1732-1811)
for his Barbados voyage (1761-4)
includes 112 pages of primary source
material (RGO 4/321), available from
the University of Cambridge Digital
Library.
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Transcribing correspondence

matters. Due to the cost and scarcity of
paper Webb often recycled material,
It is worthwhile reviewing existing
even writing around a hole or tear in a
examples to appreciate writing styles.
page, usually with very small letters.
For example, letters from William
Humidity changes, fading or inkRutter Dawes (1799-1868) to George
spreading over time introduce
Knott (1835-94) were published in The additional challenges. The writer was
Observatory, vol. 33 (1910), pp. 343often baffled when first examining the
58, 383-98, 419-31 and 473-8. They
Dun Echt letter books held at the Royal
cover the period 1857-66 and include
Observatory Edinburgh Library, but
many snippets of information on
found them much easier to decipher on
contemporary astronomy without the
a second visit a few years later once
need to decipher unfamiliar
Gill’s longhand was more familiar.
handwriting!
Drafts of letters can sometimes be
revealing. Examples by Mina Fleming
Abbreviations or shorthand complicate held by Harvard University highlight

Figure 3: Ógyalla Observatory is today the Slovak Central Observatory in Hurbanovo.
Miklós Konkoly-Thege (1842-1916) founded it in 1871. When this letter was written he was
about to install a 10-inch With-Browning reflector and a 6-inch Merz refractor. He designed
the 4-inch comet-seeker and in 1874 began his spectroscopic work.

Astro-Research 5

her modest character, never seeking
reward for her many discoveries. [See
‘Williamina Fleming and Harvard
College Observatory’, The Antiquarian
Astronomer, vol. 11 (2017), pp. 2-32]
The writer greatly appreciated a draft
copy of a letter (found in the Pickering
correspondence by Dava Sobel, author
of The Glass Universe) in which Mina
described some of her early life. It can
prove difficult to transcribe writing
that has been crossed through but
perseverance can bring surprises.

Paul Haley

Dawes challenged him by dangling a
bunch of keys and the missing item
was promptly retrieved from its burial
place in the garden under a cabbage!

Other examples include: Edwin
Hubble (1889-1953) had a black cat
called Nicolas Copernicus; James
Clerk Maxwell (1831-79) had dogs
Toby & Coonie; Tycho Brahe (1546—
1601) had a moose or elk in his castle;
Max Wolf (1863-1932) discovered
asteroids at the Heidelberg
Observatory, with two of them in 1902
Working solely from digital scans is
named after his dogs, Petrina (482) and
often necessary for a distant archive.
Seppina (483). Mina Fleming had two
Those able to make a personal visit can dogs in 1906, a Boston terrier and a
sometimes discover extras. In the RAS beagle hound. From his letters to
Library in 2013 the writer was
Arthur Cowper Ranyard (1845-94) it
photographing Hale-Gill
seems likely that Webb kept a
correspondence when from across the
cockatoo for over 20 years; it is
reading room came an excited voice.
intriguing to consider what
Ann Haley had found letters from
astronomical words he might have
Ógyalla Observatory which we were
taught his parrot.
also researching for the ‘Unlocking the
Universe’ project (see SHA Bulletin
24, pp. 14-16). The unusual feature
The language of astronomy
was that Konkoly used purple ink. (Fig
3) Our Slovak colleagues confirmed
Every science has its own vocabulary
that many of his documents used this
so developing a glossary of terms may
colour and were pleased to hear of
be worthwhile. Surveys suggest that
further examples.
we more than quadruple our use of
words over our formative years, from
Pets owned by astronomers
5,000 words aged 5 to 23,000 words as
a graduate. As language continually
Personal information about past
evolves it follows that tougher
astronomers can add to a storyline.
challenges are faced the further back in
Information about pets is not easily
time we research. Invention of the
researched but can be fascinating. For electric telegraph in some ways was
‘eagle-eyed’ Dawes the tale of his
the 19th century equivalent of the
internet, each in turn requiring new
retriever Dash and the cabbage is
terminology to be introduced.
particularly amusing and was
recounted by Denning. [See:
The rapid expansion of printed
1913Obs..36..419D] Dash habitually
materials during Victorian times
carried the observatory key for his
helped extend the global reach of the
master in his mouth but on one
English language, with an estimated 5occasion had to return home alone.
fold increase of speakers to 126
When the key could not be found

million people between 1800 and 1900
across the British Empire.
Astronomical networks forged across
Europe and beyond brought great
advantages for those linguistically able
to communicate in French and
German. A brief analysis of
submissions to Astronomische
Nachrichten, the oldest astronomical
journal in the world, reveals
astronomers conversant with written
forms of other languages.
Celestial objects can have many
different designations. For example the
bright star Rigel: β Ori, 19 Ori, HD
34085, HR 1713, HIP 24436, SAO
131907 and BD-08° 1063. As a double
star it is also known as Σ 668, ADS
3823 and WDS J05145-0812A. [See
the SIMBAD Astronomical Database]
The nomenclature changes in different
countries, with Rigel also known as
Algebar (Arabic conversion) and
Puanga (Māori). Rigel has a spectral
type B8 and its position can be
determined in Right Ascension and
Declination or galactic coordinates if
preferred. When astrometric data from
the Gaia mission is used its position,
parallax and annual proper motion may
also be specified.
Old star atlases
A valued book in the writer’s library is
The Observer’s Atlas of the Heavens,
by W. Peck (1898) with 30 large star
charts. The stars are printed on an
attractive light green background and a
set of diagrams illustrate 612 doubles.
Sir William Peck (1862-1925) was a
Scottish astronomer and instrument
maker who became director of the
Edinburgh City Observatory in 1896.
Calton Hill was the location of Gill’s
telescope from Skene Observatory,
which passed to the City Observatory
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when the other instruments from Dun
Echt were gifted to the new Royal
Observatory site at Blackford Hill. The
instrument is a 12-inch reflector with a
Key mirror and equatorial mounting
made partly in Aberdeen shipyards.
The instrument remains undiscovered
at the present time – if only we could
ask Peck!
Another interesting title is An Atlas of
Astronomy, by Ball (1892) which
includes many useful illustrations for
practical observing amongst its 72
plates. The Moon diagrams are
particularly good for helping identify
features at different phases. Robert
Stawell Ball (1840-1913) had just
moved to Cambridge when this book
was published.
Urania’s Mirror is a boxed set of 32
constellation cards, originally
produced by clergyman Richard R.
Bloxam (c.1766-1840) and his wife
Ann (1766-1835). The watercolour
constellation figures were perforated to
indicate the position of the brighter
stars when the cards were held up to
the light. A modern version was
produced by Catherine Tennant (2004).
Ian Ridpath’s Star Tales explores the
myths, legends and history of the
constellations.
BAA Historical Section
BAA historians provide valuable
guidance. Mike Frost recommends
working with local history societies
and libraries: [See: J. Br. Astron.
Assoc. 123, 5, 2013] He notes: ‘... one
of the delights of historical research –
the serendipitous discoveries which
often seem to drop into the
researcher’s lap’; and ‘... my attempts
to explain how to study astronomical
history have a very personal slant to
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them ... one of the attractions of the
subject ... you do get a close
connection to ‘your astronomers’ ...’.
Former BAA section directors Colin
Ronan (1920-95) justified research at
the 1955 BAA Christmas meeting.
[See: 2016 Autumn Historical Section
Newsletter 13] The writer has fond
memories of the informal residential
‘Wansfell weekends’ he ran near
Epping Forest in the 1980s with Iain
Nicholson and Patrick Moore, where
many wonderful talks on the history of
astronomy were accompanied by
occasional Magic Circle routines!

The current run of BAA biannual
newsletters began in 2010 but NASA
ADS searches also reveal: JBAA vols
1-123 for 1890-2013; MmBAA vols 136 for 1891-1947 in its scanned
historical literature; and for just one
former section director, ‘E A Beet +
history’ lists 26 abstracts.
Eclipse expeditions and spectral
surveys

the Astrophotographic Congress. Mary
Evershed later went to Algiers,
Western Australia, Yorkshire and the
Aegean on 4 more expeditions up to
1936.
Agnes Clerke declined her 1896
invitation from George Baden Powell
(1847-98) to observe the (clear) eclipse
from Novaya Zemlya in the Arctic
Ocean. In 1888 she had completed a
spectral survey of southern stars using
the 7-inch Merz equatorial at the Cape
Observatory at the invitation of Gill,
but preferred to write up expedition
accounts. (Fig 4)
Annie Russell married Edward Walter
Maunder in 1895. A research grant
from Girton College two years later
funded a 1.5-inch Dallmeyer camera
lens of 9-inch focus (f/6) with which
she photographed the solar corona
from India in 1898. Her delightful
book, The Heavens and their Story
(1908) includes earlier images taken at
Mauritius in 1901; here her equipment
was set up at the meteorological
observatory in Pamplemousses and she
imaged the corona at solar minimum
with a camera loaned by G. J.
Newbegin.

Another former BAA director Mary
Acworth Evershed (née Orr; 18671949) networked with Agnes Mary
Clerke (1842-1907) and Annie Scott
Dill Maunder (née Russell, 18681947). Their biographies were included
in the excellent Women in Early
Astro-research 6 will continue
British and Irish Astronomy, by Mary
this series in SHA Bulletin 32.
Brück (2009).
Paul welcomes feedback on

any/all of his SHA contributions

Mary Orr met John Evershed (1864and can be contacted by email:
1956) during the (cloudy) solar eclipse
pahastro@aol.com
expedition to Norway in 1896. [See:
1991JBAA..101..162M] It was not the
only romantic encounter as Dorothea
Klumpke (1861-1942) and Isaac
Roberts (1829-1904) were also on this
trip, having first met in Paris in 1887 at
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Figure 4: Agnes Mary Clerke (1842-1907) visited the Cape in 1888 Sept-Oct and used a direct-vision spectroscope with the 7-inch Merz
equatorial to observe a dozen red, variable and emission-line stars. These included the multiple star γ Velorum with its bright Wolf-Rayet
spectrum; this had previously been observed by: Respighi / Pringle at Madras (1871/2), Pechüle at St. Croix (1882) and Copeland in the
Andes (1883).

The Editors are always looking for new authors to provide articles for our twice yearly Bulletin. Please
consider contributing material for publication. It can be a simple snippet about a local astronomer or
perhaps an observatory that you visited of historical significance. You may have taken some interesting
images of an old telescope at your local museum or owned by a member of your astronomical society. You
may have carried out extensive research on some aspect of historical interest to the society in which case
we can include a full article. You may wish to submit a book review on a book of historical astronomical
interest. Please think about it.
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Kirriemuir Camera Obscura
By Mike Frost
On May 26th 2018 I had the
pleasure of running a meeting of the BAA
Historical Section in the Smith Art Gallery
and Museum, Stirling, Scotland. The
meeting was very successful, and the
venue ideal; just right for the number of
attendees we had, and with helpful
museum staff to make the day run
smoothly. The museum was small enough
to allow a tour during the lunch break;
there were some fascinating exhibits,
including the world’s oldest football,
found in the ceiling of Stirling Castle
during renovations, and probably dating
back to the time of Mary Queen of Scots.
Star of the show was Oswald, the museum
cat, who is in charge of the museum – he
has his own Twitter feed.

Mike Frost

pictures (taken from the Internet) of the
camera in Pretoria, South Africa, which I
visited in 1998.
Our keynote speaker at the
historical section meeting, Dave Gavine,
surprised me by revealing that he had been
a technical consultant on a short film
entitled “Latin for A Dark Room”, a
period drama made in 1994 starring the
excellent Siobhan Redmond and Neil
Pearson, directed by the poet Liz
Lochhead, and set in and around the
Outlook Tower. The story starts from the
historical fact that the camera’s first
proprietor was an optician called Maria
Short; however the drama then moves into
murkier territory of illicit romance,
voyeurism and murder. I’ve seen several
films which feature camera obscuras, but
this is the first in which the protagonists
make love on the camera projection table –
as the table is concave, I suspect it would
be a little uncomfortable!

Figure 1: The Cricket Pavilion housing the
Camera Obscura.

children” in the pavilion, and the architect,
Frank Thomson, suggested a camera
obscura.
Cricket is still played on the
cricket field and the pavilion is still used as
changing rooms, although these days much
of the pavilion is taken up with displays
explaining the history of the camera
obscura. It has been in use more-or-less
continuously since 1930, although opening
times have varied. For many years recently
it was run by the Scottish National Trust,
who manned the camera but didn’t do very
much maintenance. Since 2015, the camera
has been run by the local community,
through the Kirriemuir Regeneration
Group. The camera has been overhauled

The night before the meeting I
spoke to Stirling Astronomical Society,
who meet in the same location. My lecture
on “The Green Flash” is particularly
appropriate to Scottish societies as there is
such a strong Scottish connection. I was
able to tell the audience that Jules Verne
had visited Stirling, staying at the Golden
Lion hotel on the night of August 30th
1859 – I ate at the same hotel, where the
staff didn’t seem to know about the Verne
connection (Robert Burns stayed at the
same hotel on August 26th 1787, and that
visit is much more strongly celebrated). On
both the Friday and Saturday evenings
several of us observed from Stirling AS’s
observatory on top of the Highland Hotel.
Late May is not a great time to observe
from Scotland as sunset is very late, but we
did manage views of the Moon and Venus.

Kirriemuir is a compact little
town set in beautiful hilly countryside.
From the south, you pass through the
town’s one-way system and then head
uphill out of town to the north-west.
Tourist signs directed me to the sports
ground, where the camera obscura is
located in the roof of the cricket pavilion.

Of course, Stirling is a beautiful
city to stay in, and I took a week’s holiday,
basing myself at the Highland Hotel.
Stirling is very central for lowland
Scotland, and I took the train to Glasgow
and to Edinburgh for the day. In Edinburgh
I climbed up to Arthur’s Seat, with fine
views over the city, revisited the Museum
of Scotland, which had hosted the BAA
Exhibition in 2017, and paid a third visit to
my favorite location in Edinburgh, the
Outlook Tower camera obscura. Regular
readers of my articles will know of my
interest in these fascinating examples of
Victorian-era technology – I have visited
many around the world, and gleefully
pointed out that they were using one of my

The camera obscura dates from
1929, when it was presented to the town
by its most famous son, the writer James
Matthew (J.M.) Barrie, author of “Peter
Pan”. Although Barrie was based in
London for most of his career, he often
returned to his hometown. He grew up
watching cricket on “The Hill” and wrote
“I remember the old matches on the Hill
of Kirriemuir; as far as I can recall,
Figure 2: The entrance to the Camera Obscura
Kirriemuir always won. I only played
twice in these matches myself. The first
time I made one; the second time I was not but it now opens mostly at week-ends.
so fortunate”. However, the location
I had emailed ahead to check
clearly made an impression on him and he
opening hours so I was confident the
offered to pay for a pavilion to be built
camera would be open, and, indeed, as I
there. Barrie wanted “something for
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So you can guess that, on the day
after the historical section meeting, I was
determined to visit one of the few British
camera obscuras which I had not yet seen,
at the little town of Kirriemuir, to the west
of Forfar in Angus. I had an enjoyable
drive north from Stirling, past Perth and
Dundee, and then into the country roads
of the Strathmore Valley.

Kirriemuir Camera Obscura

Mike Frost

that they had used the camera obscura
to view the solar eclipse of March
2015.

Figure 3: The Camera Obscura atop the Pavilion

arrived at the pavilion, volunteer Rob was
welcoming a family who were just about to
enter the camera ahead of me. We went to
the back of the pavilion, up a few steps,
and into the Dark Room.
The view is really rather
excellent. Kirriemuir (or, “Kirrie”, as
everyone calls it) lies a few miles south of
the foothills of the Cairngorms. To the
south and west are the Sidlaws and Ochils,
and on a less hazy day, Ben Ledi, Ben Lui
and Ben Lawers. Rather closer to home are
the Grampians and the Angus Glens.
The camera lens is a 179mm (7inch) diameter apochromat, with a focal
length of 2667 mm. The table diameter is
1372mm, and the table can be raised or
lowered to bring foreground or distant
objects into focus – however, intriguingly,
Rob preferred to tilt the table, which
achieved the same effect on one side of the
table. The mechanism to open and close
the lens window is part of a car steering
mechanism.
After the demonstration I had a
look round the pavilion exhibits and then a
quick chat with Rob and Morag, who was
selling tickets for the camera. I then
explored the neighbourhood. To the south
of the playing fields, on the downslope
towards town, is the cemetery. The most
famous gravestone, not surprisingly, is for

J.M.Barrie – at his request, his name
appears without fanfare amongst others on
a family tombstone, however there are
other memorials in the vicinity that make
clear the esteem in which he is held.
Barrie’s grave and the camera obscura are
stops on a scenic walk, so I continued on
that, stopping to admire a bronze-age
standing stone; and the woods, planted for
the millennium, which have the side effect
of spoiling the camera’s north-eastern
vista.

Figure 4: The area surrounding the Camera
Obscura

On my return to the camera I joined John,
and Morag, and several other volunteers
(Elaine and another Morag and Maggie, if
I remember correctly). We chatted
inconsequently for a while; I told them
about my visits to camera obscuras around
the world; they explained what it was like
running a community attraction like a
camera. I was particularly pleased to hear

I had one or two more things
to see before I returned to Stirling, I
drove to the town centre, and went to
see the statue of Peter Pan which stands
in the very centre of town. Just down
the hill is another statue, of Bon Scott,
raised in Kirrie, singer with AC/DC,
who lived hard and died young.
My final stop was J.M.Barrie’s
birthplace. It’s a small cottage on the
Brechin Road out of town, with the
next door cottage now attached to form
the inevitable shop for the National
Trust of Scotland, who run the
birthplace. Barrie’s life story is
interesting. He was the ninth child of
ten, and, at the age of six, his elder
brother died in an ice-skating accident –
he literally became a boy who would
never grow up. Barrie always felt that
his mother never regarded him as
highly as his older brother.
Barrie’s first published works were
accounts of life among weaving families
on the small Scottish town of Thrums, a
fictionalized version of Kirrie. He went on
to have literary successes with Quality
Street and The Admirable Crichton, but of
course is best known for his oft-staged
novel Peter Pan. He married actress Mary
Ansell in Kirriemuir in 1894, but the
marriage was childless and ended in
divorce, at a time when divorces were rare.
When Barrie died in 1937, he left his estate
to his secretary, Cynthia Asquith, except
for the copyright to Peter Pan and
associated works, which, famously, was
given to Great Ormond Street Hospital,
who have benefited from it greatly. The
birthplace museum is fascinating, but
small, and for most of the time I was there
I was the only visitor. Outside the museum
is a small garden, commemorating Barrie,
and the family washhouse, which was the
staging-place for childhood entertainments,
Barrie’s first plays. I enjoyed my visit to
Kirrie. I’m delighted to see a camera
obscura being run by and for the benefit of
the local community. I wish them every
success, and encourage you to support
them by paying a visit. But check before
you go! Their website
www.kirriemuircameraobscura.com has
details.
Mike Frost
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Paul Haley
AS7 focused on the quarterly
publication Popular Science Review
which began in 1862. In this paper
another science periodical covering the
period 1864-85 is explored: the
Quarterly Journal of Science. The QJS
was initially edited by James Samuelson
(1829-1918) and William Crookes
(1832-1919); in 1869 William Fairbairn
(1789-1879), Robert Hunt (1807-87)
and Henry Woodward (1832-1921)
joined the editing team. In 1879 QJS
became the monthly Journal of Science
edited by Crookes, but its content
became more speculative and it ceased
publication after 6 years.
Costing 5s/quarter (c. £4.50/quarter
today) it was the most expensive
science periodical and consequently had
the lowest circulation. In contrast
Recreative Science was 8d/month, the
Intellectual Observer 1s 6d/month and
Popular Science Review 2s 6d/quarter
(c. 72p/month, £1.62/month and
£2.25/quarter today). Volumes of
QJS/JS can be accessed online from the
Biodiversity Heritage Library or the
Hathi Trust. A useful review of popular
science journalism at this time has been
i
produced by Ruth Barton.
Scientific summaries by subject
attempted to keep readers informed on
the progress of each discipline. Over the
2 decades QJS/JS included ~ 60
astronomical papers; the most prolific
writer was Richard Anthony Proctor
(1837-88) with 24 contributions. A
quarterly Astronomy summary provided
an equally valuable source of snippets
up to 1870. In chronological order:
1864: v.1
pp. 190-4 The great meteor of 1863
ii
[Eduard Heis (1806-77)]; pp. 219-35
On the solar spots [Sir John F.W.
iii
Herschel (1792-1871)] (Fig 1); p. 342
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Figure 1: Images for Sir John Herschel’s paper ‘On the Solar Spots’.
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Optics: Kirchoff, solar spectrum; pp. 381-7
Silvered glass telescopes and celestial
photography in America [Henry Draper
iv
(1837-82)]; pp. 395-401 On the physical
aspects of the Moon’s surface [James
v
Nasmyth (1808-90)] (Fig 2); pp. 589-98
On radiant light and heat [Balfour Stewart
(1828-87)].
Chronicles of Science, Astronomy: pp.
104-9 German astronomy / solar parallax /
asteroid & comet discoveries / Lassell
planetary nebula / Herschel catalogue of
5,079 nebulae & clusters / Pogson – U
Scorpii / Alvan Clarke – solar photometry /

Paul Haley

the ‘Astronomical Register’ launched; pp.
280-7 RAS meetings – Greenwich-Paris
collaboration, photosphere (Dawes),lunar
depression on western limb (Key), solar
eclipse effect (Airy) and η Argus; pp. 44452 ROG prism apparatus / 7 time-guns
installed in England & Scotland / Hartnup
– chronometer testing at Liverpool
Observatory / De la Rue – lunar images
enlarged to 38-inch at Cranford / Titterton
– Ely Observatory 6-inch solar refractor /
‘willow-leaf’ debate / RAS meetings –
photosphere (Dawes) and Bradley Uranus
observations; pp. 660-6 German

Figure 2: From James Nasmyth’s ‘On the Physical Aspects of the Moon’s Surface’

astronomy / Paris reflector / RAS meeting
– transit observations, photosphere,
Chinese eclipse records, 1882 Transit of
Venus, Ely solar images (Selwyn) and
Steinheil 4.2-inch telescope.
1865: v.2
pp. 183-4 Antiquity of the lunar surface
vi
[Nasmyth letter]; pp. 316-20 Nebulae
spectra [William Huggins (1824-1910)];
pp. 369-81 The planet Mars [John Phillips
vii
(1800-74)]; pp. 718-26 ‘Saturn and its
system’ [review of Proctor book]; pp. 7316 BA meeting – luminous meteors, lunar
committee, August magnetic storm, lunar
viii
heating, balloon committee.
Chronicles of Science, Astronomy: pp. 7381 Herschel’s catalogue / De la Rue visit
ix
to Pulkowa Observatory / Liverpool
Observatory relocation / meteorite crystals
/ RAS meeting – lunar changes (Webb),
Malta observations (Lassell), Egyptian
astronomy, zenith sector (Strange), Indian
survey (Walker) and solar eyepiece
(Herschel); pp. 263-9 Chacornac – star
images / De la Rue – sunspots memoir /
Reichenbach – meteoric dust / RAS
meeting – meteor radiants (Herschel),
Sirius orbit (Auwers), transit instrument
flexure (Airy), occultation of ε Piscium
spectrum (Huggins); pp. 437-48 solar
photosphere / RAS meetings – longitude
measures, observatory reports,
Herschelian prism for solar work & M42
spectrum (Secchi), meteoric astronomy
(Herschel), transit instruments (Strange), η
Argus (Abbott); pp. 650-6 RAS & RGS
collaboration / photographic objective
(Rutherford) / RAS meeting – sunspots
(Wolf), solar prisms, Mars & photometric
device (Dawes), solar photosphere.
1866: v.3
pp. 135-6 Annual retrospect: astronomy;
pp. 358-71 De la Rue and celestial
x
photography; pp. 376-82 On a temporary
outburst of light in a star in Coronae
Borealis [Huggins]; pp. 511-20 Adams’
recent astronomical discovery [Proctor];
pp. 526-7 BA meeting – meteors
(Glaisher), Moon map (Birt), silveredglass specula (Browning).
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Chronicles of Science, Astronomy: pp. 7881 Cranford images (De la Rue) /
occultation measures (Breen); pp. 252-6
Grant – longitude of Glasgow Observatory
/ RAS meeting – Glasgow time distribution
(Grant), Kew solar images, comet
spectrum (Huggins); pp. 388-95
xi
Crumpsall Observatory / meteorite
composition (Daubrée) / RAS meeting –
Airy double-image micrometer (Kaiser),
Orion nebula (Webb), fireball (Herschel),
α Orionis spectrum (Huggins), lunar tides
(Delauney); pp. 564-70 solar granulation
(Huggins) / Dhurmsalla meteorite /
magnetic variation (Sabine) / asteroid
discoveries / RAS meeting – double star
measures (Dawes), solar parallax
(Pogson), solar mass, variable star in
CrB, prism for Newtonian reflectors
(Browning).

Paul Haley

1868: v.5
pp. 186-96 Sir John Herschel and modern
astronomy; pp. 447-61 Description of the
great southern telescope [Crookes] (Fig
xiii
3); pp. 512-3 BA meeting – lunar
xiv
committee.

satellite observations; pp. 212-9 Leonids /
Linné (Buckingham) / RAS meeting –
stellar parallax (Abbe), August eclipse,
solar parallax (Stone), Mars rotation
period, lunar temperatures (Harrison),
angular velocity of meteors (Browning);

1867: v.4
pp. 562-5 BA meeting – lunar committee,
luminous meteors, 1868 solar eclipse
plans (Tennant).
Chronicles of Science, Astronomy: pp.
85-92 Goldschmidt death / Secchi’s
spectral observations / comets
(Chacornac) / solar observing (Foucault)
/ Leonids display / Mexican meteorite /
RAS meeting – barometric pressure, mass
of Jupiter; pp. 224-33 Leonids results /
Linné (Schmidt) / sunspot spectra
(Lockyer) / Melbourne speculum / earth’s
orbit (Stone) / ancient eclipse (Hincks) /
RAS meeting – solar physics, Jupiter
without satellites, 1868 eclipse in India
xii
(Tennant), achromatic objective (Wray) ;
pp. 379-86 Leonids analysis / solar
parallax (Stone) / Mars spectrum
(Huggins) / Linné observations / RAS
meeting – March solar eclipse results,
star charts (Herschel), distribution of
nebulae (Abbe), star colours (Kincaig);
pp. 520-5 Linné debate / Mars rotation
period (Proctor) / asteroid sizes (Stone) /
comet spectra (Huggins) / RAS meeting –
star images, ancient astronomical
observatories (Smyth), Indian survey
(Tennant), solar observations, comets &
meteors (Stoney), longitude of Sydney
Observatory (Stone).
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Figure 3: From ‘A Description of the Great Southern Telescope’ by Crookes

Chronicles of Science, Astronomy: pp. 6572 Deaths of Sir James South, Lord
Wrottesley & Lord Rosse / Jupiter without
satellites / Linné debate / 25-inch Cooke
objective finished / RAS meeting – August
eclipse, Trapezium stars (Gill), Jovian

pp. 373-80 Brorsen’s comet spectrum,
stellar motions & nebulae spectra
(Huggins) / Browning spectroscopes /
Paris Observatory / RAS meeting – comets
& meteors (Hoek), double stars
xv
(Herschel), planetary nebula (Key) ,
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zenith telescope (Simms), new star atlas
design (Proctor); pp. 554-62 Eclipse
results / Winnecke’s comet & carbon
spectrum (Huggins/Miller) / aurora
spectrum (Struve) / meteorites / 100th
asteroid discovery / RAS meeting – η
Argus (Herschel), red star spectra
(Secchi), double stars (Brothers),
Ptolemy’s longitudes (Drayson), driving
clock (Cooke), Jupiter (Browning), Linné
debate, nutation constant (Stone).
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Transit of Venus maps (Proctor),
Greenwich zenith distance errors (Stone),
direct-vision spectroscope (Browning).

1870: v.7
pp. 28-43 The total solar eclipse of August
xviii
last [Crookes]; pp. 367-73 Other worlds
than ours [review of Proctor’s book]; pp.
445-8 The eclipse of August 7, 1869 –
‘anvil’ protuberance [W.S. Gilman]; pp.
477-84 The approaching total solar eclipse
[Proctor].
1869: v.6
Chronicles of Science, Astronomy: pp. 94pp. 50-72 The great solar eclipse of August 9 Nature of the corona / stellar motions
xvi
18, 1868 [Crookes]; pp. 74-6 The
(Zöllner) / RAS meeting – M34 cluster
(Pihl), atmospheric dispersion (Airy),
scientific year – meteor streams and
nebulae (Proctor); pp. 249-54 Leverrier
spectroscopic analysis; pp. 209-25 On
dismissal / corona theory (Lockyer) /
some recent spectroscopic researches
comet tails (Tait) / zodiacal light (Stewart)
[Huggins]; pp. 342-52 The Lambeth
/ star-drift (Proctor) / RAS meeting – star
Observatory [Robert James Mann (1817xvii
motions (Proctor), Chinese comet records
86)]; pp. 370-8 The Transit of Venus in
(Williams), Jupiter colour (Browning),
1874 [Proctor]; pp. 579-83 & 589-93 BA
meeting – spectroscope discoveries, lunar Churt Observatory (Carrington), spectrum
micrometer (Browning); pp. 389-94
committee, lunar albedo & crater Plato
December eclipse plans / η Argus (Le
(Birt), luminous meteors (Glaisher).
Chronicles of Science, Astronomy: pp. 90- Suer) / meteors (Kirkwood) / RAS meeting
– solar corona (Proctor), sunspots (Wolf);
8 Lockyer & Janssen prominence
observations / Leonids / Mars opposition / pp. 517-24 eclipse funding / prominences
(Zöllner) / RAS meeting – Algol period
Transit of Mercury / RAS meeting –
(Penrose), star clusters (Proctor),
Perseus cluster, M34 (O. Pihl), 1769
Groombridge 1830 proper motion (Lynn).
Transit of Venus (Stone), Astronomische
Gesellschaft: comets; pp. 256-64 Stone –
[N.B. After 7 years joint editorship of the
RAS gold medal for solar parallax / De la
Rue – Tennant’s eclipse images / Herschel QJS Samuelson & Crookes parted
company – one consequence of this change
- η Argus / RAS meeting – prominences
was the disappearance of the Astronomy
(Huggins), 1769 Transit of Venus
(Newcomb), Transit of Venus plans (Airy / section in the ‘Chronicles of Science’.]
De la Rue), Mars (Marth), Leonids
1871: v.8
(Kirkwood), Linné (Birt), asteroid orbits
pp. 16-35 & 177-214 The great pyramid of
(Kirkwood), Aboul Hhassan’s catalogue
xix
Egypt [C. Piazzi Smyth (1819-1900)];
(Stone); pp. 416-21 Stone - 1769 Transit
analysis / RAS meeting – 1868 eclipse
pp. 227-47 The eclipse of last December
prominence (De la Rue), Transit of
[Proctor]; pp. 263-9 The Sun [review of
Mercury (Mann), Halley’s method (Airy),
Proctor book]; pp. 270-2 Grubb’s
sunspots & finders (Browning), Mars
automatic spectroscope; pp. 414-5 Uranus
spectrum [Huggins]; pp. 415-7 Solar &
rotation (Proctor), Leonids (Maclear),
stellar photography [Lewis M. Rutherford
personal errors (Dunkin); pp. 516-23
(1816-92)]; pp. 435-61 The fuel of the Sun
American solar eclipse / comet tails
(Tyndall) / Rosse – Moon’s heat / RAS
[W. Mattieu Williams (1820-92)].
meeting – aurorae spectra (Plummer),
longitude by telegraph (Ashe), Transit
1872: v.9
photography (Tennant / De la Rue),

pp. 138-58 Meteoric astronomy [Proctor];
pp. 247-54 Spectrum analysis [review of
Schellen book]; pp. 308-33 The
construction of the heavens [Proctor]; pp.
511- BA meeting – astronomical
photography (De la Rue), atmospheric
refraction (Forbes).
1873: v.10
pp. 29-55 Condition of the Moon’s surface
[Proctor]; pp. 178-204 The planet Mars in
1873 [Proctor]; pp. 483-510 Changes in
the Moon’s surface, supposed changes in
Linné and Plato [Proctor]; pp. 515-20 The
Moon [review of Proctor’s book]; pp. 5479 solar phenomena lecture [Henry J.
Morton (1836-1902)].
1874: v.11
pp. 1-26 The Saturnian system [Proctor];
pp. 285-94 The Pole star and the Pointers
[Alfred Wilks Drayson (1827-1901)] (see
also pp. 387-92); pp. 306-20 The past
history of our Moon [Proctor]; pp. 492-503
The lunar atmosphere and its influence on
lunar questions [Edmund N. Nevill, aka
Neison (1849-1940)]; pp. 508-15 On the
curved appearance of comets’ tails
[Drayson].
1875: v.12
pp. 1-7 The illuminated disc of the Moon
[Drayson]; pp. 169-88 The late Transit of
xx
Venus [Proctor]; pp. 202-23
Selenography: its past, present and future
[Neison]; pp. 279-97 Variation in the
obliquity of the ecliptic [Drayson]; pp.
449-71 On the condition of the
atmospheres of the planets [Neison]; pp.
544-5 BA meeting – Transit of Venus
(Perry, Janssen), luminous meteors
(Glaisher).
1876: v.13
pp. 44-78 Sidereal Astronomy: Double
Stars [Camille Flammarion]; pp. 228-56
The Mechanical Action of Light [Crookes].
1877: v.14
pp. 1-26 Physical Changes upon the
Surface of the Moon [Neison]; pp. 188-201
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Movements of Jupiter’s Cloud Masses
[Proctor].
1878: v.15
pp. 522-4 BA meeting in Dublin – Sunspots
& rainfall (Charles Meldrum), Irish
astronomy (Rosse, Ball).
1879: v.16 / v.1
pp. 134-5 Six months in Ascension [review
of Mrs. Gill book]; pp. 444-7 RS Greenwich magnetic records 1841-77,
Arctic aurorae 1875-6; pp. 653-60 On the
temperature of the Sun [Samuel P. Langley
(1834-1906)]; pp. 682-7 BA meeting –
luminous meteors (Glaisher), comet
spectra (Stoney), solar spectrum (Janssen);
pp. 732-4 The temperature of the Sun
[Williams]; pp. 777-84 A visit to the
ancient observatory at Delhi – the ‘Junta
Munter’ [H.A. Tracey]; pp. 806-9 The
Transit of Venus in 1874 [J.B.N.
Hennessey]; p. 910 A Handbook of double
stars [review of Crossley book]; pp. 811-2
RAS meeting – Martian satellites (Adams),
Repsold works (De la Rue); pp. 817-8 RS
meeting – solar physics (Stewart); Paris
Academy – stellar spectroscope [M.L.
Thollen].
1880: v.17 / v.2
pp. 16-19 Scientific progress in 1879:
astronomy [William Spottiswoode (182583)]; pp. 91-100 Edmund Halley life &
work [S. P. Oliver] see also pp. 211-2; pp.
142-3 solar spectrum (Abney); p. 470
Melbourne Observatory.
1881: v.18 / v.3
pp. 441-9 & 505-13 Earth’s C of G and
effect on astronomical observation
[Drayson].
1882: v.19 / v.4
pp. 157-60 Earthquakes and sunspots
[A.H. Swinton]; pp. 397-400 Solar physics
[Swinton].
1883: v.20 / v.5
pp. 62-70 The birth & evolution of the
Solar System [Reichenbach]; pp. 77-85
Sun-spottery [Swinton]; pp. 452-6
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Relations between Earth and Moon
[Reichenbach].
1884: v.21 / v.6
pp. 19-21 The sun-spots and the zodiacal
light [Swinton]; pp. 249-52 Stellar
photography [T.E. Espin (1858-1934)];xxi
pp. 480-3 Observations of bright lines in
xxii
the spectra of fixed stars; pp. 537-41 On
the constitution of gaseous heavenly
bodies.
1885: v.22 / v.7
pp. 1-13 Planets beyond Neptune
[Reichenbach]; pp. 33-44 Variable stars [J.
R. Sutton]; pp. 121-39 The heat of the Sun
[Ernest H. Cook]; pp. 185-92 Comet
systems [Sutton]; pp. 579-87 Errors in
lunar observations [Drayson]; pp. 649-51
Solar light and the Earth’s atmosphere
[Reichenbach].

Please contact SHA member Paul Haley
with any feedback or suggestions for this
series:
E: pahastro@aol.com

iv

Draper details his development of
telescope technology for a 15-inch, 12-foot
focus instrument which utilised a
clepsydra-driven sensitive plate. In
acquiring skills for silvered-glass mirrors
he produced over 100 specula of apertures
between ¼ and 19-inch, using 7 different
grinding/polishing machines. His 2-storey
observatory near New York is described.
Some 1500 lunar images were taken using
collodion film, with enlargements up to 3foot diameter. An inspiring paper.
v

This Nasmyth paper, written 10 years
before his classic book, with James
Carpenter (1840-99), ‘The Moon,
considered as a Planet, a World and a
Satellite’ describes the volcanic theory of
origin of lunar craters. Nasmyth received
the support of Sir John Herschel for his
ideas; Herschel visited ‘Hammerfield’ at
Penshurst, Kent in 1860 and 1864 and
encouraged Nasmyth to publish
photographs of his plaster-of-Paris models
of the lunar surface.
vi

See also letter from Thomas Clifford
Allbutt (1836-1925) on pp. 753-4.
Notes

vii

Phillips reviewed historical observations
of Mars and results from the 1862 & 1864
oppositions.

viii

Barton, Ruth, ‘Just before Nature: The
Purpose of Science and the Purposes of
Popularizaton in some English Popular
Science Journals of the 1860s’, Annals of
Science, 55 (1998), pp. 1-33.

James Glaisher (1809-1903) had
completed 22 balloon ascents with Henry
Tracey Coxwell (1819-1900) finding the
solar spectrum extended ‘from A to far
beyond H’; a narrower slit could be used
allowing more lines to be resolved.

ii

ix

i

Heiss observed the fireball on 1863
March 4 evening from Münster, Germany;
it was also observed from England,
Holland and Belgium. He believed
meteorite fragments might be found in
Flanders but his search proved
unsuccessful.

iii

De la Rue attended the 25th anniversary
of the Pulkowa Observatory, meeting with
its director Otto Struve. Instrument
accuracy was the key topic with
improvements in transit observations,
observatory time-keeping and measures of
stellar parallax covered.

x
Herschel provides a fascinating review
Warren De la Rue had received the
of historical observations of sunspots and
Lalande prize from the Academy of
the photosphere. He preferred the term
Sciences of Paris for his photographic
‘rice-grains’ to Nasmyth’s ‘willow-leaves’. work with his 13-inch reflector.

Astro-Snippets 8

Stereoscopic lunar and planetary images
had been taken and the photo-heliograph
instrument designed for Kew Observatory;
the 1860 solar eclipse had been
photographed from Rivabellosa, Spain.
xi
The location of Robert Worthington’s
observatory at Crumpsall Old Hall, near
Cheetham Hill, Manchester was given as:
Lat. 53° 30' 50''.0 N., Long. 0° 8' 56''.16
W. Worthington was visually
disadvantaged and encouraged Joseph
Baxendell (1815-87) to use his 13-inch
reflector; Baxendell’s published
observations began in 1848-9. The
observatory was later moved to
Altrincham.
xii

Wray had constructed a 7-inch objective
of 8½-foot focus with ‘an extremely thin
meniscus film of highly dispersive cement’
to correct the secondary spectrum.

Paul Haley

Steinheil 6-inch achromatic of 6-foot
focus. Tennant’s plates were unfortunately
under-exposed; British expectations of a
similar success to those achieved by De la
Rue in Spain in 1860 were not realised.
The large prominences visible enabled
Lockyer & Janssen to make important
discoveries. Crookes gives a fascinating
account of the initial eclipse results.
xvii

An interesting account of the
meteorological & astronomical
instruments in this Thames-side
observatory, which opened in 1865.
xviii

The North American eclipse of 1869
August 7 was well observed and enjoyed
excellent weather. Crookes gives a
fascinating account of the early results.
xix

Piazzi Smyth received a lot of criticism
for his speculation about the Great
Pyramid of Giza. Ironically perhaps his
xiii
The Melbourne Cassegrain reflector on paper inspired David Gill to accurately
a German equatorial mount was produced
measure the dimensions of this ancient
by Howard Grubb in Dublin. Two specula world wonder; he did this for the Khedive
of 4-foot aperture and 30½-foot focus were during his return from Mauritius in 1875.
supplied together with an 8-inch
Gill gave his research findings to W. M.
secondary. Crookes gives a detailed
Flinders Petrie (1853-1942) who used
explanation of the innovative design
them in his 1880 survey. The iron cross
features incorporated by Grubb.
which Gill installed can still be seen on top
of the Great Pyramid.
xiv
Mapping the lunar surface was
xx
underway with 33 observers involved,
Proctor praises the expedition of Lord
using instruments from 3 to 22-inch
Lindsay to Mauritius and gives a figure of
aperture.
£15,000 for its cost (c. £1.35 million
today). In practice the success was also
xv
Rev. Henry Cooper Key (1819-79) was
largely due to the skills of an astronomer
now using the second largest silveredfrom Aberdeen – see ‘David Gill: clock
glass reflector in the world ... of 18-inch
maker to global astronomer’ in the
aperture and 10-foot focus ... from his
Antiquarian Astronomer (Issue 8, April
observatory at Stretton Rectory, Hereford. 2104).
xvi

With nearly 7 minutes of totality and the
spectroscope newly available the 1868
eclipse excited tremendous interest
globally. The two British expeditions to the
Indian peninsula were led by Herschel and
Tennant. A German expedition led by
Vogel was stationed at Aden to photograph
the early stages of the eclipse; four
successful plates were exposed using a

xxi

Espin was ‘special observer to the
Liverpool Astronomical Society’. He was
using an equatorial stellar camera with a
4½-inch aperture compound lens. 1500
stars had been photographed by 1884
May.
xxii

The observations by H. Eugen von
Gothard and H. von Konkoly are discussed.

SHA SURVEY

The Society for the History of
Astronomy was formed to
encourage research into
astronomical history at the
local level. To aid this
research, the Society has
created the Survey of
Astronomical History as a way
of collating findings and
making them available to
others.
The Survey is a database in which
information is recorded on webpages that have a geographical
basis – the 120 historic counties of
Britain and Ireland. The systematic
structure of these pages makes
them easy to use both to record
data and to search existing data.
If you are interested in contributing
to the survey please go to the
society website and then link to
the Survey website. This will give
you full information on how you
could contribute.
The Survey lists astronomers
alphabetically - perhaps you know
of one that is not listed there.
If you are looking for clues - read
the articles written by Paul Haley in
this issue. There are numerous
mentions of astronomers - many
of which are not listed in the
Survey. In future Bulletins we will
attempt to identify specific
astronomers that are in need of
further research and encourage
members to get involved.
For example who was Thomas
Norris-can you supply us with
more information on him?
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SHA SUMMER PICNIC 2019
Saturday 29TH June 2019
The Norman Lockyer Observatory

The Summer Picnic will take place at the Norman Lockyer Observatory
Salcomb Hill Sidmouth Devon EX10 0NY. 11 a.m. Start.
Planned Events
• Visit to the Hill Observatory
• Presentations on this historical site and its observatories
• Learn more about Sir Norman Lockyer and his solar physics discoveries
• Local astronomy
• Planetarium show
• Picnic Lunch in Norman Lockyer Observatory grounds – weather permitting

Tickets are £10
Please note that
Lunch is NOT
provided

Places are limited. For more details and to register contact mee2ngs@shastro.org.uk
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http://normanlockyer.com/

Speakers at the SHA Autumn Conference 26th October 2019
As this is the 50th anniversary of the first Moon landing, the SHA Autumn Conference is focused largely on the
Moon. A group of impressive speakers will deliver talks on a range of different topics relating to our near neighbour.
Dr Allan Chapman is a graduate of the Universities of both Lancaster and Oxford, and received his
D.Phil. from the University of Oxford. Allan has been a long-standing member of the Faculty of
History at the University of Oxford, based at Wadham College.
Allan is accustomed to talking to professional and lay audiences alike and has published widely on the
history of science, with a particular interest in the history of astronomy and the history of medicine. As
well as being a fellow of the Royal Astronomical Society, Allan is a founder member and Honorary
President of the Society for the History of Astronomy.
[Image credit: Helen Fairweather]
Professor Clive Ruggles is Emeritus Professor of Archaeoastronomy at the University
of Leicester. Clive's research interests centre upon people's interests in, perceptions of,
and uses of the sky and celestial objects in various social contexts. These topics are
encapsulated in the fields of study that have become known as archaeoastronomy and
ethnoastronomy. In 1999 Clive was appointed Professor of Archaeoastronomy within
the school of Archaeology and Ancient History, apparently the first such post in the
world. He has worked in many parts of the world and published numerous books,
papers and articles on subjects ranging from prehistoric Europe and pre-Columbian
America to indigenous astronomies in Africa and elsewhere.
He is editor-in-chief of the 3-volume Handbook of Archaeoastronomy and Ethnoastronomy, a definitive source on theory,
method and practice over the entire field, published by Springer in 2014. He has ongoing fieldwork projects in Polynesia
and Peru and co-ordinates, on behalf of the International Astronomical Union (IAU), a joint initiative by UNESCO and
the IAU working to promote, preserve, and protect the world's most important astronomical heritage sites.
Dr Alexandra Loske is a writer, curator and art historian specialising in late 18th and
early 19th century European art and architecture. She was born and grew up in
Germany, where she studied literature and linguistics at Humboldt University Berlin,
before moving to England in 1997. She has been working at the University of Sussex
since 1999, where she teaches in the department of Art History and completed her
PhD in 2014. Alexandra has lectured and published widely on colour, colour theory
and art. Since 2015 Alexandra has been the curator of the Royal Pavilion in Brighton.
Her fascination with the Moon was sparked by the ubiquitous presence of the Moon
in Romantic painting and literature. In 2017 she approached astronomer Dr Robert Massey with the idea of writing a book
about the Moon in art and science, resulting in the publication of Moon: Art, Science, Culture, in time to coincide with the
50th anniversary of the Apollo 11 Moon landing.
About the talk. Humans have been fascinated with our nearest heavenly body, the Earth’s Moon, since prehistoric times. In
2019 it will be 50 years since we set foot on the Moon during the Apollo space missions. Join astronomer Dr Robert Massey
and art historian Dr Alexandra Loske for an illustrated talk about how our obsession with the Moon has manifested itself in
the sciences and visual arts, from earliest ritualistic drawings and objects, Romantic symbolism and silent movies, to
scientific observation, photography, and space race propaganda.
Dr Robert Massey is the Deputy Executive Director of the Royal Astronomical
Society. Robert, who has a PhD in astrophysics, was appointed as the RAS Press and
Policy Officer in November 2006, and became Deputy Executive Director of the
Society in 2010. He previously held the posts of Public Astronomer and Astronomy
Information Officer at the Royal Observatory, Greenwich (ROG).
Robert regularly appears on TV and radio to explain various aspects of modern
astronomy and space exploration, and despite a busy professional and family life in
his home city of Bristol, still manages to get his ageing telescope out to look at the
Moon, planets and stars. He continues to have an active interest in astronomy education, and has written a number of articles
on astronomy for various publications, including Moon: Art, Science, Culture with Dr Alexandra Loske.
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Dr Melanie Vandenbrouck, Lead Curator, The Moon, Royal Museums
Greenwich (RMG), and guest curator, Moonlight, Hasselblad Foundation.
Melanie is an art historian and curator. At RMG, Melanie is responsible for
the art collection post-1800. She has curated a number of collection
displays and artist interventions, worked on the redevelopment of the
Queen’s House as an art gallery for its 400th anniversary, and is a judge of
the Insight Astronomy Photographer of the Year competition. One of her
current focuses is to develop the contemporary art collection, particularly
as related to astronomy, and to the human impact on the environment. Prior
to joining Royal Museums Greenwich, Melanie worked in the Print
& Drawings Room at the Courtauld Institute of Art and in the Sculpture Department at the Victoria and Albert Museum.
Melanie is interested in the porosity between art forms and media, cross-cultural exchanges, and the collision of art and
science. These, it turns out, chime together intriguingly harmoniously in our relationship with the Moon.

Dr Louise Devoy, Team Curator, The Moon, and Senior Curator of the
Royal Observatory, Greenwich. Louise’s role as curator involves
cataloguing collections, researching the history of the Observatory,
answering public inquiries, giving talks, updating displays and creating
new exhibitions. Louise is responsible for the collection of historic
astronomical instruments at the Royal Observatory.
After studying Physics with Astrophysics at the University of Leicester,
Louise went on to undertake postgraduate studies in the history of science
at Imperial College London before embarking on an PhD on the
interpretation of the history of science within museum displays. Louise
has since worked in several national museums in the UK and in the USA.
Louise’s research focuses on astrolabes, sundials, quadrants and astronomical compendia from the Early Modern
period.
[Image credit: © National Maritime Museum, Greenwich, London]

Professor Bill Leatherbarrow is retired professor of Russian and Slavonic
Studies at the University of Sheffield. Bill first joined the BAA in 1965 and as
well as serving as the current Director of the BAA’s Lunar Section, was also the
BAA’s president from 2011-2013.
Bill was a close friend of Patrick Moore, initially drawn together by their love
and fascination with our moon. Bill has authored numerous papers and books
and in 2016 a minor planet was named Leatherbarrow after him by the
International Astronomical Union.
Bill has recently published a new book on the Moon charting the development
of lunar observation and science and exploring the importance of our satellite
for our understanding of Solar System history. He also contributes a regular bimonthly ‘Moonwatch’ column to the magazine ‘Astronomy Now’.
Bill’s talk will take us on a journey of our moon’s volcanic history, and how some believe that volcanism had played a much
greater role in its past than we now believe.
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2019 SHA Autumn Conference and AGM at
the Birmingham and Midland Institute

The event will be
held on Saturday
October 26th 2019
John Lee Theatre
Birmingham &
Midland Institute
Margaret Street,
Birmingham B3 3BS

9:30 to 10:00

Registration

Refreshments will be available in the Gallery Room

10:00
SHA Chairman Gerard Gilligan
welcomes you to the BMI

10:00 to 10:30 Annual General Meeting

All members and guests welcome.
SHA Council

10:30 to 11:30 The Moon in Archaeoastronomy
and Ethnoastronomy
Clive Ruggles

11:30 to 12:30

Moon: Art, Science, Culture

Alexandra Loske and Robert Massey

12:30 to 13:30

Lunch

Delegates are asked to make their own arrangements.
There is an excellent cafeteria upstairs; pub nearby

Since 2010 the AGM has had a
regular time and venue; the
Autumn Conference on the last
Saturday in October, at the BMI.
As usual, members are invited to
raise any issues concerning the
Society during the AGM. The
Agenda, and Minutes of the
2018 AGM, will be published in
advance. The above programme
offers an interesting mixed bag
that should appeal to all.
Booking in advance, at £10 per
person for members, £15 per person
for non-members, to subsidise room
hire and catering, helps enormously to
facilitate arrangements .
To pre-register please email:
meetings@shastro.org.uk

13:30
SHA Chairman Gerard Gilligan –
Welcome back
13:30 to 14:30
The Moon as muse: the ideas
and inspiration behind the Moon exhibition,
Royal Museums Greenwich
Melanie Vandenbrouck & Louise Devoy

14:30 to 15:30
Moon

Patrick Moore & Our Volcanic

Bill Leatherbarrow

15:30 to 16:00 Afternoon Refreshments
Tea or Coﬀee and Biscuits will be provided.

16:00 to 17:00 The Moon, the Telescope, and the
Transformation of Astronomy after 1609
Allan Chapman
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2019 SHA Spring Conference at Oxford University
The SHA 2019 Spring
Conference will take
place at Oxford
University
It is a joint event between
the SHA, the Paris
Observatory and the
Astronomical Society of
France (SAF)
It will take place over a 2 day period
on Friday 12th April and Saturday
13th April 2019
meetings@shastro.org.uk
A Booking Form for the conference
can be found on the SHA Website at
societyforthehistoryofastronomy.com/meetings/

PLEASE NOTE THAT THE
BOOKING DEADLINE IS
MARCH 29TH
Bookings and payments must be
made in advance - we are unable
to take bookings on the day.

The event will be held at St Anne’s College, Woodstock
Road, Oxford, OX2 6HS.

On Friday there will be a walking tour in the
morning and afternoon. This will include expert
guided tours of the Oxford Museum of the History
of Science, the historic Radcliﬀe Observatory, and
other places of great interest in the history of
astronomy.
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There will be a visit during the walking tour to the
Oxford Museum of the History of Science in the
Old Ashmolean Building

On Saturday the Conference will take place with speakers
from the UK, France and the USA.
Talks include:
The Discovery of the Outer Planets from Bill Sheehan (SHA)
Pictures in the Sky – A History of the Constellations from Ian Ridpath (SHA)
Isaac Roberts & Dorothea Klumpke from Eddie Carpenter (SHA)
Herschel’s least known Telescope - from David Valls-Gabaud (Société
Astronomique de France’)

There will be an optional conference meal at
St Anne’s College on Friday evening
(separate charge).

Donati’s Comet over Balliol & Trinity College, Oxford (5 October 1858) - from
Jean-Claude Berçu Fr. (Société Astronomique de France)

Optional accommodation will be available in
St Anne’s College, but the number of rooms
is limited, so you need to reserve early at the
accommodation booking website. The
promotional code is ASTRO27685.

Lady Pioneers of the B.A.A. Mike Frost

There is a Saturday buffet lunch, being
provided by St Anne’s college, that can be
booked, but that also has to paid for in
advance. Details are on the booking form.
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Le Verrier, Arago, and the Bureau des Longitudes Meropi Morfouli Fr.(CNRS)
( SYRTE Dept of Observatoire de Paris ) (On behalf of Suzanne Débarbat)

The Use of Jacob’s Staff (Wearing period costume) Daniel Ravier ( Observation
Céleste des Astres et Nébuleuses )

Friday Tour: £17/ head for SHA Members. Due to restricted space at
some of the historic sites, the maximum number on the walking tour will
be 30 persons.
The Saturday Conference fee will be £10 for SHA members and £15 for
non -members

